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Introduction

While much has been published on the armed forces of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR), little is available on the forces provided by the other member nations of the Warsaw Pact (WP). These forces should not be taken lightly, as they represent a substantial military potential. The combined ground forces of the six non-Soviet Warsaw Pact (NSWP) countries total over 775,000 active troops, rivalling the United States' 781,000-man Active Army. They also maintain almost two million ground forces reserves. These figures do not include the air forces, naval forces, and the many internal security and border forces.

In recent years there has been much conjecture on the military potential and reliability (in the eyes of the Soviets) of the NSWP forces, but little information is available about the troops and units. This book will attempt to provide information on the historical background, origins, strength, organisation, order of battle, terms of service, reserves and mobilisation, internal security forces, and possible combat effectiveness of the forces of each of these nations. A study of WP special operations forces (airborne, diversionary, mountain, naval infantry) can be found in Elite 5, Soviet Bloc Elite Forces.

The Rôle of the Warsaw Pact

The official designation of what is commonly referred to in both the East and West as the Warsaw Pact is the ‘Agreement on Friendship, Coordination, and Mutual Assistance’. The agreement was signed on 14 May 1955 in Warsaw by the USSR, Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, German Democratic Republic (East Germany—DDR), Hungary, Poland, and Romania. Shortly thereafter it was given the additional title of the ‘Warsaw Pact’ for sake of brevity. A period then took place where each of the signatories made bilateral treaties with each other and concluded in 1957. The DDR, Hungary, Poland, and Romania each made additional agreements with the USSR permitting the stationing of Soviet troops in their countries. Even without the existence of the WP the Soviet forces would remain in these countries and would be unimpaired by its dissolution due to the 1945 Potsdam Agreement signed by the Allies (US, UK, USSR, France).

The signing of the Warsaw Pact treaty was, in effect, the Soviet Bloc’s reply to the admission of the Federal Republic of Germany (West Germany—BRD) into the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) ten days before the formal signing of the Warsaw Pact treaty. The actual purpose of the WP, which had been planned well in advance, was to act as a counter to NATO, in existence since August 1949. It was also to provide the machinery by which the USSR could formally control the Eastern

Some idea of the size of the area covered by the Warsaw Pact may be gained from the distances of the various capitals from Moscow. (GPO)
European armed forces, transmit its foreign policy, and exercise political control. Economic, transportation, and energy control is provided through another Soviet-dominated organisation, the Council of Mutual Economic Aid (COMECON), of which all WP countries are members.

The Pact was to remain in effect for 20 years. It would automatically be extended for another ten years if no member state announced its intent to withdraw within the one year required prior to the twentieth anniversary. The 20-year period ended in 1975 with no such intent being declared. The ten-year period ended in May 1985, and the Warsaw Pact agreement was extended another 20 years.

The WP has not been without its problems, with most being provided by the 'brother' states. In 1956 the Hungarian Revolt broke out when the government demanded that the USSR withdraw its troops from Hungarian soil, and stated that it would withdraw from the WP to become a neutral country. The USSR brutally crushed the revolt and installed a new government, all the while using the Warsaw Pact as 'legal' justification. In 1958 Romania withdrew from its agreement to permit the stationing of Soviet troops on its soil, and ceased to take part in WP exercises. Beginning in 1960, Albania ceased to take part in any WP activities, becoming formally inactive in 1962, and at that time beginning to adopt the ideology of Communist China. In 1965 the USSR attempted to establish a non-aggression pact between the WP and NATO, looking toward the dissolution of both organisations. (The former WP countries would, of course, have remained under Soviet control, while the Western European countries would have been without central organisation. The United States armed forces would certainly have been withdrawn, leaving the front door to the West wide open.) This effort failed. Czechoslovakia attempted in 1968 to form a ‘socialist democracy’ which was counter to the aims of the WP and COMECON. Soviet and other WP forces invaded the country later in the year in order to restore a pro-Soviet government and ‘return an errant brother state to the fold’. Albania, inactive in the WP for the past eight years, formally withdrew from the treaty in protest at the invasion.

The WP has since had no major upheavals, and its 30th anniversary saw the ratification of the treaty for another twenty years; but the Pact is not without its internal political and economic problems. Pact forces have been used as surrogates of the USSR in many parts of the world to advance its political and military goals. Not only is the WP a military force with its efforts directed towards NATO and other nations, but it is used by the USSR to maintain its domination over those same member states. For discussion’s sake, the NSWP forces are divided into the Northern Tier with the more modernly equipped forces of the DDR, Czechoslovakia, and Poland; and the Southern Tier of Bulgaria, Hungary, and Romania.

**Organisation of the Warsaw Pact**

The WP is totally dominated and controlled by the USSR at all levels. Its organisation is complex, as it serves to integrate the member states’ forces into the overall Soviet Armed Forces. There is no combined standing WP army. The USSR has twice attempted to achieve this goal, in 1956–57 and 1967–68, but both efforts failed due to opposition from the NSWP states. They feared that their troops might be deployed in support of purely Soviet adventures, e.g. on the Chinese border or in Afghanistan. The Soviets do maintain ‘advisers’ to varying degrees in all the NSWP armed forces, with the exception of Romania.

The highest level control organ of the WP is the
Political Consultative Committee (PCC). Prior to 1969 the permanent members of the PCC were the member countries’ Communist party first secretaries, premiers, and ministers of national defence. Foreign ministers replaced the ministers of national defence in 1969 when they were formed into a separate committee. The PCC has rather limited functions which are primarily to formalise the decisions of the Pact’s subordinate organs. It has no real power, however, all major decisions being made by the Soviet Communist Central Committee, Politburo, and Defence Council. The PCC and most subordinate organs are located in Moscow and staffed primarily by Soviet and some selected member state officers.

There are two offices under the direct control of the PCC, which handle most of the day-to-day functioning of the WP. These were established in 1956 by the PCC. The Permanent Commission reviews foreign policy matters and develops proposals to be adopted by the member states. The Joint Secretariat disseminates the decisions of the PCC.

The Committee of Defence Ministers (CDM) is the highest military organ. It was formed in 1969 and consists of the ministers of national defence of each member state. Each defence minister acts as the commander of his nation’s armed forces as well as a deputy commander-in-chief of the combined WP forces.

The Supreme Command of the Combined Armed Forces of the Warsaw Pact, or Combined Supreme Command (CSC) for short, was also created in 1956 and headquartered in Moscow. It was relocated to Lvov, USSR in 1972 in order to give the appearance of at least some autonomy of the WP from Moscow. The CSC supreme commander has always been a Soviet marshal who is also a first deputy chief of the Soviet General Staff. The CSC chief of staff is a Soviet army general. Most of the remainder of the CSC staff also consists of Soviet generals, although some NSWP officers serve as well. Its primary task is to plan and co-ordinate major WP manoeuvres and exercises. The CSC would not have direct control over the WP forces in the event of war, but rather acts as a liaison between the Pact forces and the Soviet General Staff, which does exercise overall control. Besides ‘supervising’ the WP ground forces, the CSC also co-ordinates the naval forces and air defence of the WP states. In peacetime the CSC has control only over the four forward-deployed Soviet groups of forces in certain WP countries; the Soviet Baltic, Byelorussian, and Carpathian Military Districts; and the DDR’s National People’s Army (the only NSWP force under peacetime control).

Each member nation maintains a national air defence headquarters in its capital. The USSR has overall responsibility for air defence of not only the Soviet Union, but also of the NSWP countries. In effect each of the countries is an air defence district co-ordinated by the Soviet National Air Defence Forces through the WP’s Supreme Commander of Air Defences. Within the WP, East German and Polish naval forces augment the Soviet Baltic Fleet while the Bulgarian Navy supports the Soviet Black Sea Fleet. Each is also responsible for its own coastal security, with which Romania is solely concerned.

The three remaining organs have more functional rôles. The Military Council, formed in 1969, is made up of the commander-in-chief of the WP forces as its chairman, the chief of staff, a senior political officer, the WP deputy commanders-in-chief, and the NSWP deputy ministers of defence. It acts as an intermediary between the CSC staff and the CDM. Another organ is the Committee for Standardisation of Weapons and Equipment, sometimes referred to as the Technical Committee.
There is also a small Committee for Training, which administers and standardises some aspects of training.

**Unit organisation**

Within the WP all armed forces subordinate to the ministry of national defence (MoND) are referred to collectively as the ‘army’. The ‘army’ consists of the ‘ground forces’ (or what in the West is traditionally thought of as the ‘army’); the ‘naval forces’ (not possessed by Czechoslovakia or Hungary); and the ‘air force/air defence force’. The latter ‘branch’ contains both the air force in the normal sense (including helicopter units intended to support the ground forces), and ground-based air defence forces (SA-2 and -3 surface-to-air missiles, anti-aircraft guns, and air warning radar) dedicated to national air defence, as opposed to ‘army’ air defence units assigned to troop formations.

Divisions and most other units subordinate to higher headquarters are referred to as military districts. These are organised on a regional basis, with each country having two or three. They may be numbered or bear a regional name. In time of war these headquarters will in most cases provide combined-arms army headquarters under Soviet Front level command rather than national control. There is much speculation and argument as to whether these national armies will be permitted to remain ‘pure’—that is, made up of solely national units—or if they will be integrated with Soviet formations. WP forces do not use the corps as an intermediate level of command between divisions and an army. A WP army consists of three to five divisions plus numerous combat support and service support brigades/regiments and battalions.

Outwardly the organisation of NSWP divisions and other major units generally parallels those of the Soviet Ground Forces. Command echelons above division, divisional subordinate units, and non-divisional units will often be found with slightly different internal organisation. Major differences will also be found in the type and density of weapons, vehicles, and equipment. This is particularly true among the Southern Tier forces, with older model tanks, towed artillery rather than self-propelled, more anti-aircraft guns than missiles, and limited numbers of armoured personnel carriers (APC), with many motorised rifle units relying on truck transport.

The motorised rifle (MR) and tank (referred to as ‘armour’ in DDR and Poland) divisions are the principal combat or operational formations within the WP. The two are similarly organised, the major difference being the mix of types of combat regiments. The NSWP divisions have not undergone the reorganisation recently undertaken by the forward-deployed Soviet divisions.

Within the WP the MR division is the most common type, and is primarily intended to accomplish a breakthrough of enemy lines. The organisation chart on an accompanying page portrays a typical example of an NSWP MR division. The tank division’s role is to exploit the breakthrough accomplished by the MR divisions and to attack enemy headquarters, support elements, and reserves in his rear areas. Its organisation is similar to that of the MR division, except that there are three tank regiments, one MR regiment, and no anti-tank battalion. Divisional combat regiments (MR and tank) are likewise similarly organised and contain scaled-down combat support and service support sub-units, in effect making them small divisions. A typical NSWP MR regiment organisation chart is also shown herewith. A tank regiment has the same organisation, but with three tank battalions and no MR or anti-tank sub-units.

Divisional combat support units are intended to

---

An example of the organisation of a typical WP motorised rifle division. A tank division is similarly organised, but has three tank regiments, only one motorised rifles regiment, and no anti-tank battalion. (DIA)

---

1Within the WP, sub-units are elements subordinate to larger units, i.e. separate battalions, regiments, and brigades. It includes battalions organic to regiments/brigades, companies/batteries, platoons, sections, and squads.
provide immediate support to the division’s combat regiments conducting the main attack. Additional combat support elements may be allocated from army level troop units. WP divisional service support units are rather lean, providing only limited essential support. The burden of service support is born primarily by army level units, thus allowing the divisional staff to concern itself with fighting the division.

The only other types of NSWP divisions are the small Polish air assault and naval assault divisions, and possible wartime-mobilisation Czechoslovak and Romanian artillery divisions. The Bulgarians have tank brigades rather than divisions.

Army level combat support units are plentiful. They are normally of brigade or regimental size. Either term may be used depending on a given country’s practice, and they are of similar size, containing two to four battalions depending upon type. Most air defence regiments have five firing batteries, with no intermediate battalions, and some types of brigades may contain regiments. Each country’s ground forces contain a varied number of artillery, rocket (SCUD), air defence (surface-to-air missile, anti-aircraft gun), engineer (combat, pontoon, construction, railroad, pipeline, etc.), signal, and electronic warfare brigades/ regiments and battalions. Most (but not all) non-divisional air defence missile units will be under air force/national air defence force control.

Non-divisional service support units are usually under army level and/or national ground forces control. These include maintenance, motor transport (also handles supply in most countries), medical, supply, technical, and chemical defence battalions and brigades/regiments plus various depots, which provide both supply and maintenance support. Some special combat, combat support, and service support units are normally subordinate directly to the MoND.

Combat and combat support unit organisation is rather simple, the units generally having a smaller strength and fewer combat vehicles or major weapons systems than similar NATO units. Battalions normally have three companies/ batteries, although some air defence and engineer battalions have more. MR companies have three platoons each with three squads, each carried in an APC or truck—at least in theory—and an additional vehicle in the company headquarters. Squad strengths vary from seven to ten men armed with one or two light machine guns (PK, RPK, RPD, vz.59), one RPG-7 anti-tank rocket launcher, and the remainder with assault rifles (AK-47, AKM, vz.58, or their many variants). Some forces also have a rifle grenade launcher in each squad. There is sometimes a designated sniper in lieu of one of the platoon’s riflemen. Tank companies have three platoons with three tanks each (generally), and a tenth in the headquarters. Platoons may be commanded by a junior lieutenant, an ensign, or senior NCO: few WP forces employ a platoon sergeant. Artillery, multiple rocket launcher, and anti-tank batteries usually have six (occasionally four) tubes/launchers each, while air defence gun and missile batteries have varied numbers of tubes/launchers ranging from four to six systems. FROG rocket artillery batteries have two launchers, and SCUD batteries only one.

Border guard organisations are usually subordinate to their countries’ MoND and occasionally to their ministry of interior. In wartime they would supplement the ground forces. Most are organised into brigades/regiments with several battalions. Various other security organisations, such as internal security, territorial defence, and ‘people’s militia’, are usually under their ministry of interior or security, though they are often trained and equipped to some degree by the ground forces. Security forces are often neglected when considering the potential of WP ground forces. They have

![Organisation of a typical WP motorised rifle regiment. A tank regiment has three tank battalions and no motorised rifles or anti-tank sub-units. (DIA)](image-url)
specific wartime missions, may supplement and augment the ground forces, and, if nothing else, would free combat troops from rear area security and similar duties.

Reserves and mobilisation
The almost 2,000,000 combined NSWP ground force reserves are a substantial force—and do not include those of the air force/air defence forces, naval forces, and the many security, border, and militia forces, each of which maintains significant reserves. Additionally there are millions more who may be recalled until the age of 50 as enlisted men and 60 as officers. These reserves are not always taken into full account by some analysts and strategists. This may be because they are not organised into functional units with organic equipment, as are most Western reserve forces; they appear to be only an unwieldy manpower pool. This is not necessarily true, as their organisation and planned employment are more complex than meets the casual eye. The effectiveness of the different countries’ reserve programmes varies throughout, and there are many problems in maintaining viable levels of training, especially in the more technical and leadership fields.

Recruits are conscripted into the WP armed forces twice a year, in spring and autumn, and at the same time those completing their terms of active service are released into the reserves. Other means of obtaining reservists are short-term reserve training courses of only a few months’ duration.

Each country maintains two categories, Reserves I and II, based primarily on age and grade. In most cases they must serve up to 12 months on active duty, which is served at irregular intervals over a period of several years. Various training programmes are conducted to maintain the desired (although not always obtained) levels of training. These include refresher training courses, short summer duty periods with troop units, regular call-ups to take part in exercises as unit fillers (usually coinciding with large unit exercises WP manoeuvres), mobilisation exercises, maintenance of stored equipment, voluntary training with reservists’ ‘collectives’, and technical training and command post exercises for specialists and officers. Most countries keep individuals in the reserves until the age of 50, although officers are usually retained until 60. Troops are usually passed to Reserve II at age 35.

There are several ways in which reservists can be absorbed into the regular forces. In order to understand this one must be familiar with the structure of active WP units. WP divisions are manned and equipped at three levels: Category A divisions are maintained to at least 90 per cent strength and fully equipped, Category B are at about 75 per cent strength with almost all equipment, and Category C are at about 30 per cent strength, with all major equipment items and the remainder in storage. Category strengths vary between countries and will change from year to year as overall manning levels change. Upon mobilisation, pre-designated reservists will be recalled to bring these divisions up to strength. Some non-divisional units are also organised at reduced strength or are ‘under-organised’. As an example of how they would be brought up to strength, an army level anti-tank battalion might be expanded to a regiment by using active personnel as cadres and reservists as fillers, with pre-designated reserve officers and specialists to augment their expertise. An army level artillery regiment or brigade may have a peacetime organisation of only two full battalions, or may have three but with only two batteries each. Upon mobilisation the additional sub-units would be formed by calling up pre-designated reservists. In both examples the required equipment is maintained in storage at the units’ depot.

There also exists a capability to form new divisions upon mobilisation. These are of three general types. A very small number of relatively high-quality ‘second line’ divisions would be formed using troop school staffs as cadre, pre-designated Reserve I personnel, and stored equipment. ‘Security’ divisions may be formed using reserves, border and/or security forces’ personnel and equipment as well as remaining stored items. These would be used for rear area security or occupation duties. ‘Third line’ divisions could be formed if conflict duration demanded it. These would be formed from Reserve II personnel, territorial defence troops, people’s militia, and police. These would be merely rifle divisions with limited artillery, armour, and support. They may be upgraded with some regular national troops in
leadership positions and equipment supplied by the USSR. Most mobilisation units rely heavily on the use of civilian economy trucks obtained by a system similar to the Soviet autokolomna. Civilian fuel and food stocks, as well as all transportation and medical facilities, would be turned over to the military. Many reserve, and in some cases militia personnel would also be used to replace battle losses.

Abbreviations used in the order of battle listings throughout this book are: Div = Division, Bde = Brigade, Rgt = Regiment, Bn = Battalion.

German Democratic Republic

The German Democratic Republic (Deutschen Demokratische Republik—DDR) has the ‘youngest’ of the WP armies. The National People's Army (Nationale Volksarmee—NVA) is considered by many to be the best trained and equipped NSWP army despite its small size. This is particularly true with regard to the NVA's officer and NCO corps, the latter being of much higher quality than those of other WP forces. Equipment is often on a par with that of the Group of Soviet Forces, Germany (GSFG). This simplifies the NVA's logistics requirements, as some of this support is provided by the GSFG.

When Germany was placed under the control of the victorious allies after World War II it was divided into four occupation zones under US, UK, French and Soviet control. Occupied Germany was to be administered by a jointly formed Allied Control Council in Berlin. Not only was the Council concerned with the occupation and disarmament of Germany, but it was to administer the development of a democratic government and assist in rebuilding the ruined country. Almost immediately the Soviets began to 'interpret' the Potsdam Agreement, which had created the Council in August 1945, somewhat differently from the other Allies. The Soviet zone began to be administered separately from those of the Western Allies, and harsh war reparations were extracted. The Cold War began with the Berlin Blockade in 1948-49 and the closing of the West German border in the early 1950s, and continued

An East German motorised rifles squad machine gunner, with his lMGK (RPK), confers with his platoon leader. The squad leader, with binoculars, is to the left, and the platoon radio operator to the right with his R-126 radio. (AR)
with the erection of the Berlin Wall in 1961. The DDR was proclaimed an independent state in 1949, although still a different puppet of the USSR. There are several Communist parties, but the dominant one is the Socialist Unity Party.

The beginnings of the NVA can be traced to the Soviet prisoner of war camps, where in 1943 two Soviet-instituted organisations—the ‘National Committee of Free Germans’ and the ‘German Officers’ League’—were formed. Although individuals were to serve in the Red Army, no German units were ever formed. They were, in effect, to be indoctrinated and training grounds of cadres for the ‘sovietisation’ of a defeated Germany, and were to play an important rôle in the formation of the NVA. The Soviets wasted no time in forming the forerunner of the NVA, the People’s Police (Volkspolizei—VOPO) in October 1945. This was in violation of the Potsdam Agreement, which allowed for civil police to be formed only on a broadly decentralised basis. The VOPO were administered by the five German states (Lander) making up the Soviet zone, and two months later were subordinated to the Ministry for Interior’s new Land Police Authority. VOPO Alert Units were also formed to provide a reaction force. Further militarisation of the VOPO was achieved in 1946 when an Administration for Interior was formed with even more control over the force, and the Frontier Police was established. By 1948 the two forces contained 60,000 and 10,000 troops respectively. The personnel making up these forces were former Soviet prisoner of war camp converts, former members of the Soviet-backed international brigades of the Spanish Civil War, and many former ‘re-indoctrinated’ Wehrmacht troops.

The period from the late 1940s to 1956 saw a number of complex reorganisations and realign-
ments, as well as the first purges of the VOPO, which became more militarised and centrally controlled. By 1952 the VOPO was organised into what were to become the three future services of the NVA and were only thinly disguised as 'police': the Barracked VOPO, Naval Police, and Air Police. The Barracked VOPO were formed in 1953 into Territorial Administrations, which were cover designations for seven divisions organised along Soviet Army lines and armed with Soviet weapons and equipment. That same year also saw the East German Uprising in which 300,000 Germans, mostly East Berliners, took part. It was put down mainly by Soviet troops with the reluctant assistance of the VOPO. In 1955 the Federal Republic of Germany (West Germany) agreed to form its own armed forces in order to share in its defence and ease the burden on the NATO nations. In reaction to this the DDR enacted the formation of the NVA and the Ministry of National Defence on 18 January 1956, and publicised it as a 'spontaneous' response—even though West Germany had not yet recruited the first 1,000 troops for the Bundeswehr (Federal Defence) and the DDR had an established, trained, and equipped force of 120,000 troops. Actual police-type organisations were separated from these forces and retained under the Ministries for Interior and State Security, although their subordination has occasionally changed. The Frontier Police were reorganised along military lines in 1957 and in 1961 were transferred to the MoND under the control of the NVA/Frontier Command.

In January 1962 the 'Act of Universal Conscription' was enacted, further establishing the NVA as a fully-fledged armed force. The Soviets had permitted more and more self-control of the NVA since its formation and even began to exhibit some 'trust' (e.g. by withdrawing many 'advisers') in their traditional enemy.

The NVA is now a well-organised, trained, and equipped force; and even though it is the second smallest of the WP armies, it would probably be the most effective man-for-man in a future conflict. The current number and mix of divisions has remained constant since 1961 when the old five rifle divisions were all converted and expanded to the current MR and armour divisions, all of which are Category A. The NVA is organised into five military districts (MD) of which three are not territorial districts in the usual sense, but rather administrative commands:

**MD I** This is the MoND and is headquartered in Strausberg-Eggersdorf. It includes the many staff and administrative organisations plus certain Land (ground) Force (Landsstreikraft) units directly under the MoND. Also included is the Land Forces Headquarters located in Potsdam/Geltow, which also has direct control over some units.

**MD II** The Air Force/Air Defence Force HQ (Luftstreikraft/Luftverteidigung) co-located with MD I.

**MD III** Headquartered in Leipzig, it controls most Land Force formations in the southern DDR, and in time of war would act as a combined arms army headquarters, probably designated Army South or 3rd Army.

**MD IV** The headquarters for the People's Navy (Volksmarine), located in Rostock.

**MD V** Headquartered in Neubrandenburg, it controls most Land Force formations in the northern DDR, and in time of war would act as a combined arms army headquarters, probably designated Army North or 5th Army.

The Command of the Frontier Troops of the DDR (Kommando der Grenztruppen der DDR) is directly under MoND control and headquartered in Pätz.
The DDR Land Forces consist of 108,000 active troops of which 67,000 are conscripts. Not included in these totals are approximately 46,000 Frontier Troops (strength estimates vary greatly). The DDR order of battle includes:

**MD I** (units under MoND and Land Forces control)*:
1 artillery rgt
1 multiple rocket launcher bn
2 guard rgts
1 parachute inf. bn
5 engineer & construction rgts

*Most are under the MoND and are designated '2nd' and a few are under Land Forces command—mainly training units and schools—and are designated in the '40 series'.

**MD III**:
4th MR Div
7th Armour Div
11th MR Div

Both of these MDs contain one each of the following (designated '3rd' in MD III, '5th' in MD V):
Rocket bde (SCUD)
Artillery rgt
Artillery reconnaissance bn
Anti-tank bn
Air defence rocket rgt

**MD V**:
1st MR Div
8th MR Div
9th Armour Div

Engineer rgt
Engineer pontoon rgt
Engineer assault
crossing bn
Signal rgt
Chemical defence bn

The Frontier Troops of the DDR are organised into four commands:

*Frontier Command North*: 6 frontier rgts on the northern sector of the West German border.
*Frontier Command South*: 6 frontier rgts on the southern sector of the West German border.
*Frontier Command Centre*: 6 static, 1 crossing point, and 1 artillery rgt surrounding West Berlin.
*Frontier Command Coast*: Frontier Brigade Coast with 12 bns and 8 boat groups (under People’s Navy control).
Two separate frontier regts are on the Czechoslovak and Polish borders.

Pre-induction training is provided by the ‘Free German Youth’ and ‘Sport and Technical Society’ in schools. Active service for Ground Force conscrits is 18 months (24 months for Air Force and Navy). Volunteers may enlist at age 18 for three years (short service soldiers) or 12 years (career soldiers), the latter including NCOs. NCO and officer candidates are selected from secondary school graduates, and enlisted men and NCOs who have distinguished themselves in active service. The DDR was the last WP state to institute conscription and is the only one to tolerate conscientious objectors, who are, however, still inducted to serve in construction units and often face job discrimination later.

The NVA maintains one of the better reserve mobilisation structures in the WP. Much use is made of ‘under-organised’ units, which can be quickly expanded by pre-designated reservists provided with call-up orders (which also serve as train tickets). It is believed that two ‘second-line’ MR divisions can be formed from school cadres, Reserve I personnel, and stored equipment for use on the front line. Two additional ‘security’ MR divisions can be formed from Frontier Troops and Security Alert Police; these would probably be employed to provide rear area security for the NVA and GSFG.

Like all WP states, the DDR maintains extensive internal security forces, most of which are found under the Ministry for Interior. The People’s Police (VOPO) handle all civil police functions; two other specialised forces under the VOPO are the Security Alert Police (Bereitschaftspolizei—BEPO), organised into 21 mobile battalions, and the Transport Police (Transportpolizei—TRAPO), which provide railroad security with 80 companies. Service in these latter two organisations is considered alternative service to the NVA. The Battle Groups of the Working Class (Kampfgruppen der Arbeiterklasse—KG), commonly referred to as the ‘Worker’s Militia’ in the West, are also under the Ministry for Interior, and are a voluntary force formed into over 200 battalions. Their rôle is to provide a vast rear area security force. The Ministry for State Security (Ministerium für Staatssicherung—MfS) is the DDR’s counterpart to the Soviet KGB. It maintains the large MfS Guard Regiment ‘Filiks Dzierzynski’, which provides security for ministries, critical facilities, and high officials. MfS personnel are currently operating in Afghanistan.

The Soviets place a certain amount of trust in the NVA, with deliberately tight controls to keep their old enemy in check. An example is that the Soviets permit the DDR to manufacture only small arms, trucks, and technical equipment. A massive Soviet presence in the form of GSFG (20 divisions: ten MR, nine tank, one artillery, contained in five armies and probably used to form two wartime Fronts) also serves to keep the DDR in line. Regardless, the NVA will most likely be found in the forefront of a European conflict, with its armies possibly in the first operational echelon—under Soviet control. The NVA somewhat reluctantly participated in the Czechoslovakian invasion with two divisions (7th Armour and 11th MR). Its high state of readiness and up-to-date equipment testify to this, even though Soviet personnel sarcastically refer to the country as the USSR’s ‘16th republic’. Another aspect of the NVA is its extensive employment as a Soviet surrogate in a number of African nations, especially as ‘security’ advisers. The NVA is expected to perform well in combat, so long as it feels its efforts are reuniting Germany—a goal not as enthusiastically supported by the USSR. If the conflict is prolonged or if they are directed to go beyond Germany’s borders, it may be another story. Integration of the military into society and the economic situation are strong points for the NVA; but there is some question of how solidly the government controls the population, even though the Communist party is well ingrained into society.

Czechoslovak Socialist Republic

Czechoslovakia did not become a state until 1918, having been formed from part of the remnants of the defeated Austro-Hungarian Empire. A sense of nationalism had long existed among the ethnic groups making up the region. The Czechs, inhabiting Bohemia and Moravia, were the more politically powerful and strongly nationalistic, the
Slovaks of Slovakia to the east had just emerged from almost 1,000 years under Hungarian rule.

Czechoslovakia ceased to exist as a nation when it fell under German occupation in 1938/39, although Slovakia was established as a puppet state 'allied' to Germany. A protectorate was formed by the Germans to administer Bohemia-Moravia. Following the example of the World War I Czech legions (which had fought for France, Italy, and Russia), two separate free Czechoslovak armies were formed. The 'London Army' was established by the Czechoslovak government-in-exile, and this small force was supported by the British. The much larger 'Moscow Army' began life in April 1939 in Poland, raised from covertly organised troops who had fled the German occupation. It was not recognised by the London government until after the war began. Interned by the advancing Red Army, the Czechoslovaks were sent to the USSR. The London government persuaded the Soviets to release most of these troops to serve under the British in the Middle East. A nucleus was retained in the USSR to form a new Czechoslovak force. In late 1941 the government-in-exile signed an agreement with the USSR allowing Czechoslovak units to be formed and controlled by the USSR. This force grew by 1944 from a battalion to the First Czechoslovak Army Corps, which saw heavy action. There was also an active Slovak resistance movement supported by the Soviets after the 1944 uprising. Bohemia-Moravia had only a limited resistance movement. It was from the 'Moscow Army' and the resistance movement's Slovak Army that the cadre of the post-war Czechoslovak Army was formed. The Potsdam Agreement for all practical purposes 'gave' Czechoslovakia to the Soviets.

The Red Army liberated most of Czechoslovakia in 1945, and occupied it until departing at the end of the year. The Czechoslovak Communist Party, strongly supported by the USSR, gained control of the government by a coup d'état in 1948, and the re-emerging nation was named the People's Republic of Czechoslovakia. Both Czech and Slovak are equal official languages and are used in all
government and military documents. In 1960 the constitution was revised, and a ‘federal’ government consisting of two republics—the Czech Bohemia-Moravia and Slovakia—was formed; the state’s name was changed to the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic (Československá Socialistická Republika—ČSSR).

The Czechoslovak People’s Army (Československá Lidová Armáda—ČSLA) began to be formed in 1945 and the Soviets already had their hand in it. The majority of the officers had served in the First Czechoslovak Army Corps. After the 1948 Communist takeover, those officers who had been part of the ‘London Army’, those who had served under the Germans, and many of those who had been in the pre-war Czechoslovak Army, were all purged. In 1948 the CSLA was reorganised following the Soviet model.

Prior to 1968 the army was considered one of the better trained and equipped among the NSWP. The ‘Prague Spring’ and the subsequent ‘aid’ rendered by fellow WP states proved to be the undoing of the army. In the spring of 1968 the Czechoslovak Communist Party announced a new ‘Action Programme’ which asserted that democracy, civil liberties, and equal rights were to be integrated into the socialist government. These reforms were unacceptable to the Soviets, and after firm warnings and preparatory manoeuvres (actually a rehearsal), WP forces invaded on 11 August. More than 20 Soviet divisions plus two DDR, two Polish, and one Hungarian division and a small Bulgarian force, crossed the borders. They met virtually no resistance from the CSLA, although the people staged massive demonstrations. The invasion was not without its problems, even though the Soviet command element was pre-located in Prague. Logistics soon became the paramount concern; but it was also quickly realised that many of the NSWP troops had no desire to be there (with the exception of the Bulgarians, who proved to be enthusiastic), their presence being more a forced show of ‘solidarity’ than anything else. They were soon withdrawn. The Czechoslovak government was rapidly replaced and ‘normalised’; and five Soviet divisions (three MR and two tank) remained after the rest were withdrawn in November. This force became the Central Group of Soviet Forces, and are ‘hosted’ by a ‘Commission for the Temporary Stationing of Soviet Forces’. Besides nudging a brother state back into line, the invasion sent an ominous signal to the other NSWP members. Albania withdrew from the Pact as a result, probably being permitted to do so only because it does not adjoin another WP state and cannot be accessed from the Black Sea.

For all practical purposes the CSLA ceased to exist as an effective force. There were the usual purges and reorganisations as the Soviet ‘advisers’ attempted to forge a new army that would support the regime even against a popular uprising. This has not yet been achieved, and has primarily resulted in lower quality of training (sacrificed for more political indoctrination), less modern equipment being provided (due to lack of trust), and a lower public esteem for the CSLA, which had anyway been only marginal before 1968.

Czechoslovakia is one of the most highly developed WP countries industrially, with substantial armaments production. Several lines of equipment different from the Soviets’ are produced and used by other NSWP forces, especially tactical vehicles.

The CSLA is now the second largest of the NSWP even though its strength was reduced after the invasion, from nine to five MR divisions by 1972. (There had been earlier reorganisations. In 1960–61 the eight rifle, four mechanised, and two tank divisions were reorganised into 12 MR and two tank divisions. The CSLA consists of the
Ground Forces (usually referred to as the Army) and Air Force/Air Defence Force (PVOS), both under the MoND and all co-located in Prague. The Ground Forces contain 140,000 troops of which 100,000 are conscripts:

**Western MD (ZVO)** Headquartered in Tabor, this district encompasses all of Bohemia-Moravia¹ and contains two Czechoslovak combined arms armies, the principal operational echelons. There are also MD rocket (SCUD) and air defence rocket brigades, and signal and signal reconnaissance regiments (which may be used to form a Czechoslovak Front along with the MD staff in wartime). It is believed that seven of the divisions are at Category B and one at Category C strength.

1st Czechoslovak Army (Pribram)  
4th Czechoslovak Army (Pisek)  
1st Tank Div  
3rd MR Div  
2nd MR Div  
4th Tank Div  
19th MR Div  
20th MR Div  
15th MR Div  

Both armies contain:  
Rocket bde (SCUD)  
Artillery bde*  
Anti-tank tgt  
Anti-aircraft  
artillery bde  
Air defence rocket tgt  

**Eastern MD (VVO)** Headquartered in Trnecin, this district contains Slovakia. Units located in it are operational reserves with the divisions at Category C strength:

13th and 14th Tank Divisions  
22nd Parachute Rgt (a brigade prior to 1968)  
Engineer and signal regiments  

Pre-induction training is limited and what little is provided is conducted by the ‘Socialist Youth Union’ and ‘Association for Co-operation with the Army’. Individuals are eligible for conscription at age 18, with periods of service of two years for Ground Forces, three years for Air Force/Air Defence, and 27 months for Border and Interior Guards. With such a large number of units below strength, the Czechoslovaks maintain a good mobilisation system for their 300,000 reserves, but their training is of only limited effectiveness. It is thought that one each ‘second line’ MR and tank divisions, plus additional army and Front support units can be formed from Reserve I personnel and stored equipment in event of war. Equipment also exists for some ‘security’ rifle divisions formed from Reserve II personnel and probably the People’s Militia.

The Border Guards (Pohranicni Straz—PS) are under the control of the Ministry of Interior (as are all others described here), although they had been under MoND command from 1965–71. The PS consist of seven brigades of four battalions each and the Danube River Patrol, which is responsible for securing and patrolling the Danube on the border with Hungary and a very small portion of Austria. The Interior Guards (Vnitri Straz—VS) consist of several ‘ready’ regiments, and have the mission of general security and suppressing public disorders. The State Security (Stami Bezpecnost—SB) guard critical installations, high officials, and the uranium mines. Public Security (Verejna Bezpecnost—VB) is

---

¹Prior to 1969 the ZVO included only Bohemia. There was a Central MD containing Moravia, which was consolidated with the ZVO.  
*May be subordinate to 7th Artillery Div (a wartime front unit).
the main operating arm of the National Security Corps (Národní Bezpečnost Vojsko—NBV), acting as civil police with the wartime mission of rear area security and guarding prison camps. Since 1970 personnel entering the NBV receive five months' basic military training and then undergo police training. This counts as equivalent military service, and they are included in the Ground Force's reserves. The People's Militia (Lidové Milice—LM) is under direct control of the Communist Party and is made up of volunteer workers. It is well below its desired strength.

The Soviets have little faith in the CSLA, and with good reason. There is much resentment towards the Soviets, and while the Czechoslovaks may defend themselves if attacked (though even this is open to question, as they failed to do so in 1938 and 1968), their value in a WP offensive directed at the West or even to 'assist' a brother state back onto the right track is highly doubtful. The CSLA also refused to put down the 1953 Pilsen riots. The Czechoslovak soldier is considered to be well trained and moderately well equipped, but his effectiveness against the neighbouring II West German and VII US Corps is certainly questionable. Since 1968 the new government has effectively integrated itself into society, but actual political control (and support), as well as a shaky economy, limits the overall effectiveness of the Army. The two national groups interact well, even though most Slovaks must serve away from their homeland due to the stationing of units.

People's Republic of Poland

Poland, as a nation, traces its history back over the past 1,000 years, although its territory was divided up between Prussia, Russia, and Austria between 1795 and 1918, before again becoming a sovereign state after World War I. The simultaneous German and Soviet invasions of 1939 were but a repeat of
earlier events. The German invasion of the USSR in 1941 saw the total dismemberment of Poland as a nation. Under the Germans, Poland became nothing more than an administrative region designated the Generalgouvernement, with its population exploited as a vast slave labour pool.

Various Polish units had served in World War I with the Russian, Austrian, and French armies, and Free Polish forces were again to be organised in World War II. After suffering a devastating defeat in 1939 at the hands of the Germans, many Polish troops escaped to Hungary and Romania and subsequently to France, where a government-in-exile was formed, and Polish units began to reform—only to suffer a second defeat with the fall of France. Large contingents were again evacuated, this time to England, where a second Free Polish Army was formed. This army's 1st Corps fought under British/Canadian command in North-West Europe.

Large numbers of Polish troops were interned by the Soviets in 1939 during their backdoor invasion. When the Germans turned on the USSR in 1941 some of these troops, after disputes with the Soviets and an agreement with the government-in-exile, were allowed to move to the Middle East, where they formed the Polish Army's 2nd Corps fighting in North Africa and Italy under British command.

The Soviets began to form the Polish People's Army (Ludowe Wojsko Polskie—LWP) in 1941 from Polish prisoners and Poles living in the USSR. The LWP's 1st Army fought in Czechoslovakia and Poland, where 2nd and 3rd Armies were added (and later merged) by drafting Poles. They then fought alongside the Soviets into Germany.

There was also a third Polish army, the underground Home Army, which controlled most resistance movements—although the small Communist underground, the People's Guard, and the fascist NSZ remained independent.

The defeat of Germany did not mark the end of fighting for the Poles. Anti-Communist guerrilla groups were formed, and LWP units fought both them and Ukrainian guerrillas. The face of Poland
was greatly altered in the aftermath of World War II: the state gained large portions of Germany, but even more sizeable areas in the east were ceded to the USSR. A Soviet puppet ‘coalition’ government had been formed in 1945 (with the government-in-exile cut off in England); but even this was brushed away in 1947, when a solidly Communist government formed by the Polish United Worker’s Party was established under tight Soviet supervision. The usual purges took place in both the government and the armed forces between 1947 and 1951, which few of the pre-1945 Free Polish Army, LWP, or Home Army officers survived in place. Most of the key positions were at this time occupied by former Red Army officers, most of whom—though they may have had some Polish ancestry—were citizens of the USSR who had lived there all or most of their lives. A new constitution was adopted in 1952, when Poland was officially named the Polish People’s Republic (Polska Rzeczpospolita Ludowa).

The LWP began its first modernisation in 1949, followed by a second in 1956. The 6th Air Assault Division was formed from an infantry division in 1957. In 1960–61 the 11 infantry and six mechanised divisions were reorganised into nine mechanised and four armoured divisions (similar to Soviet MR and tank divisions). A fifth armoured division was added in 1965; and a mechanised division reorganised in 1967 to form the 7th Naval Assault Division (an Army unit). The LWP consists of the Ground Forces (Wojska Lądowe), Air Force (Wojska Lotnicze), National Air Defence Forces (Wojska obrony powietrznej kraju), and Naval Forces (Marynaka wojenna). The Ground Forces consist of 210,000 troops, 154,000 of whom are conscripts, giving Poland by far the largest ground forces among the NSWP. The LWP is under the MoND, which controls the Ground Forces (often referred to as the ‘Army’ in the usual sense) through the Military District Commands while the Air Force, Air Defence Forces, and Navy (usually referred to in those contexts) are under their own commands subordinate to the MoND. The General Staff, a branch of the MoND’s Central Institute, formulates
with the three mechanised divisions being at Category C strength. The air assault division is Category A. It, too, may form a combined arms army with the mobilisation of additional ‘second-line’ divisions:

1st ‘Warsaw’ Mech Div
3rd ‘Pomeranian’ Mech Div
6th ‘Pomeranian’ Air Assault Div
9th ‘Dresden’ Mech Div

**Pomeranian MD/II (POW)** Headquartered in Bydgoszcz; covers the north-western quarter of the country, with all divisions at Category A strength:

7th ‘Lusatian’ Naval Assault Div
15th Mech Div
16th ‘Kashubian’ Armoured Div
20th ‘Kalisz’ Armoured Div

12th ‘Szczecin’ Mech Div

**Silesian MD/III (SOW)** Headquartered in Wroclaw; contains the south-western quarter of the country, with the mechanised divisions at Category B strength:

2nd ‘Warsaw’ Mech Div
4th ‘Pomeranian’ Mech Div
5th ‘Saxon’ Armoured Div
10th ‘Sudeten’ Armoured Div
11th Armoured Div

Each MD generally has the combat support units listed below. The Warsaw MD may not have all of them, and those present are probably at reduced strength. There are a few additional units directly under General Staff control.

- Rocket bde (SCUD)*
- Artillery bde
- Anti-tank rgt
- Air defence rocket rgt
- Engineer bde
- Engineer pontoon rgt
- Signal rgt
- Radio reconnaissance rgt
- Chemical defence rgt

*Two, in SOW.

Pre-induction training is provided by the ‘National Defence League’ and the ‘Volunteer Labour Service’. Personnel for all three services are conscripted at age 19 for two years, although certain specialists and Navy sea personnel are retained for three years. Ministry of Internal Affairs troops are drafted for 27 months. Officers are obligated for 12 years once they have completed one of the many military academies. Enlisted men...
A colour guard of the 7th 'Luzycka' Naval Assault Division mounted on an OT-62A APC, and wearing the Polish-made tanker's helmet instead of the more common Soviet type.

A Polish anti-tank gun crew prepare to fire an 85mm D-44 during realistic training exercises. Above the far left ammunition case can be made out a PMK-60 grenade launcher rifle and an RPG-7V, both of which are issued to all major weapons crews. (KAW)
released from active duty must return to serve 12 months on active duty, and officers and NCOs 24 months, before they reach the age of 35. There are few other reserve training programmes for the 500,000 reservists, however. The Poles appear to have an effective mobilisation plan, with reservists pre-assigned to units. It is thought that one or two ‘second-line’ or ‘security’ divisions could be formed in wartime.

Within the WP, the LWP enjoys the highest esteem among its countrymen, even placing higher than the government during recent public opinion surveys. This is due to a long military tradition; to the fact that the armed forces have continued to fight the enemy even though the country was occupied; and because it has for the most part managed to keep itself from being used to suppress the population—the government of the day has usually accepted the wisdom in this. This latter circumstance can be demonstrated by several past events. During the 1956 Poznan riots the LWP refused to disperse the demonstrators, and in a few cases even joined them. During the 1970 Gdansk riots the troops showed much restraint and made little effort to disperse the rioters. When the Minister of Defence was asked if the Army could be relied upon to put down the 1976 Warsaw and Lodz riots, he replied, ‘Polish soldiers will not fire on Polish workers.’ This again proved to be the case in 1981–83 during the attempted suppression of Solidarity. In order to avoid the use of the Army for the suppression of disturbances, Poland maintains extensive internal security forces.

Most of the security forces are under the control of the MoND, but nevertheless are still considered
separate from the armed forces. They are all under the command of the Main Inspectorate of Territorial Defence Forces (Obrony Terytorialnej—OT). The Internal Defence Army (Wojska Obrony Wewnętrznej—WOW) is organised on the basis of one regiment per province, and is intended to provide a backup for the Ministry of Internal Affairs security organisations. A larger force is provided by the Territorial Defence Units (OTK), which have a similar number of regiments plus a large number of separate battalions, stationed in cities and towns. The OTK’s primary wartime mission is to secure lines of communication. The Border Defence Force (Wojska Ochrony Pogranicza—WOP) is organised into 12 border brigades and has wartime defensive missions. Another security force is the Army Internal Service (Wojskowa Służba Wewnętrzna—WSW). Subordinate to Army Counter-intelligence, it functions as a military police and to suppress risings in the armed forces, but has been employed against civilians during the martial law period.

One other security force is under the control of the Ministry of Internal Affairs’ Internal Security Corps (Korpus Bezpieczeństwa Wewnętrznego—KBW), known as the Ministry of Public Security prior to 1956. (The WOW was under the KBW until it was transferred to the MoND’s OT in 1965.) The Citizens’ Militia (Milicji Obywatelskiej—MO) was established in 1944 as the national police force. Its least popular branch, due to its activities during the martial law period, is the Motorised Units of the Citizens’ Militia (Zmotoryzowane Oddziały Milicji Obywatelskiej—ZOMO). This force was formed in 1956 and has since undergone several re-organisations and expansions. It is organised into mobile riot brigades equipped with wheeled APCs. There is also a Volunteer Reserve of the MO (Ochotnicza Rezerwa, ORMO).

The Polish soldier is considered one of the more professional in the WP, with the officer corps held in very high regard. The troops are well trained, but the recent economic crisis has degraded overall training standards and the acquisition of new equipment. Few doubt that the Poles would defend their country if attacked; but an effective response to an internal WP crisis is questionable. The Czechoslovak invasion was very unpopular in Poland, and the LWP’s reluctant participation in this event, plus its limited involvement in the 1970 Gdansk riots, did damage its image in Soviet eyes. The extent of its participation in a WP offensive directed at NATO would depend on many factors. The Pomeranian MD is intended to secure Denmark and the Baltic approaches, which is why the air and naval assault divisions exist. The Silesian MD may be directed towards Austria, while the Warsaw MD would keep the lines of communication open between the USSR and East Germany. Poland is the only NSWP state (with the minor exception of Hungary) which has provided troops in support of United Nations peacekeeping efforts. This includes Polish representation on the International Commission of Control and Supervision in South Vietnam during the 1973–75 ‘ceasefire’, and UN contingents in Egypt and Syria from 1975 to the early 1980s. Poland has also sent military advisers to Cuba, North Vietnam, and some Arab countries. Poland manufactures some military equipment, and has jointly participated with Czechoslovakia in tactical vehicle development.

Not only has the LWP managed to remain generally aloof from internal unrest, but the Poles have rather successfully prevented Soviet intervention, a claim that few other WP states can make. When Władysław Gomułka, ousted from power by Stalin in 1948, regained control of the Polish government in 1956, Polish-based Soviet units began to move on Warsaw. Soviet advisers had neutralised most LWP units, but Navy coastal defence units and Air Force formations were
prepared to resist. KBW units also established defensive positions in the path of the Soviets, who backed down to avoid a confrontation.

The Soviets do not place much faith in the Polish armed forces due to these factors—if the armed forces do not always support the régime, how can they be trusted? It is a well-known fact that, while fiercely patriotic, the Poles do not fully support the current régime, and feel towards the Soviets an ill-concealed hatred. Such events as the Soviet execution of over 10,000 Polish officers in 1940, and the Red Army sitting idle while the Germans slaughtered the Home Army in Warsaw in 1944 (thus eliminating the non-Communist resistance movement), are far from forgotten. A small purge took place in 1968 of officers who were too open in their admiration for the Israelis during the 1967 Arab-Israeli War. Another sore point with the Soviets is the fact that the régime has made little effort to suppress religion, with most of the population still practising Catholicism; the LWP is the only WP force that maintains a chaplain corps.

Even so, the Soviets maintain only a small military presence in Poland in the form of the Northern Group of Soviet Forces’ two tank divisions. It is felt that the 20 Soviet divisions in East Germany and the vast forces in the three Soviet western MDs are more than sufficient to keep the Poles in line.

**People’s Republic of Bulgaria**

Bulgaria was under Turkish domination until 1878 (a period during which it had no military forces of its own) and became an independent monarchy in 1908, a status it maintained until 1946. The four wars in which Bulgaria took part during the monarchy all ended in defeat (1913, Second Balkan War, World Wars I and II) or in the case of the 1912 First Balkan War, an unfavourable negotiated settlement. For these reasons, Bulgaria does not nourish a strong military tradition.

Even though Bulgaria has strong ethnic ties with Russia, was liberated from Turkish rule by Russia, and speaks a language similar to Russian, the country nevertheless joined the Axis in 1941, and
ineffectively supported Germany in its war against the USSR. The USSR did not declare war on Bulgaria until late 1944—at which time Bulgaria, desiring to reverse a frustrating trend, immediately turned on the Germans, and subsequently suffered more casualties fighting their former allies than they had while supporting them. There was also an active Communist-backed partisan movement, which fought both the German and pro-Nazi Bulgarian armies.

The USSR assisted the Communist-dominated ‘Fatherland Front’ to gain control of the National Assembly during the first post-war general elections in late 1946. Less than a year later the Bulgarian Communist Party gained total control of the government, followed by the mandatory purges, and the country was named the People's Republic of Bulgaria (Narodna Republika Bulgariya). The Bulgarian People's Army (Bulgarska Narodna Armiya—BNA) maintains the traditions of the pre-1944 army, as it had eventually fought against the Germans in support of the Red Army. It also absorbed the traditions of the Bulgarian Communist Party rebellions of 1923 (a failure) and 1944. Bulgaria is considered the most pro-Soviet member of the WP, not only because of its culture and language, but because the population strongly supports the Communist system. The Bulgarian Communist Party is almost one and the same with the government, and most BNA officers are party members. This support is of only marginal value, however, due to the somewhat limited capabilities of the BNA, and to the country's geographic location. Even so, all has not always been well, and conspirators preparing a coup by BNA officers were uncovered in 1965. There are no Soviet units stationed in Bulgaria—both as a sign of trust, and as an indicator of the low value the USSR places on its strategic location.

The BNA consists of the Ground Forces, Air Force/Air Defence (usually referred to as the Air Force), Navy, and Border Troops, all subordinate to the MoND, headquartered in Sofia together with Ground Force and Air Force headquarters. High command organisations closely follow those of the USSR, but on a greatly reduced scale. The Ground Forces possess 105,000 troops of which 70,000 are conscripts, making it the second smallest ground force in the WP, but with the highest military to civilian ratio within the Pact. The BNA fell from a peak of 12 rifle and two tank divisions in 1955 to six rifle and one tank by 1961/62 when the rifle divisions were reorganised as MR divisions (usually in name only, however) and two more added. Tank divisions were steadily added from 1962, reaching a total of five by 1970: they were extremely small even by WP standards, and by the following year all were reorganised as tank brigades.

The Ground Forces are organised into three military districts, each of which is the base region for a small combined arms army. Each has a training MR division at Category C strength with all equipment. Their cadres are used to provide basic training to conscripts. Upon mobilisation, they would be brought up to strength with reservists. The BNA is unique in the WP in that it has no tank
divisions, but rather tank brigades, less than half the size of a division. The regular MR divisions and tank brigades are maintained at Category A strength. The MR divisions have few APCs and rely primarily on truck transport. The BNA uses the ‘Guards’ title in the same manner as the Soviet Armed Forces, i.e. as an honour title awarded to a unit for valour in combat during World War II. They even have their own equivalent to the Lenin Tomb, the Dimitroff Mausoleum in Sofia. They are the only WP state to retain a traditional ceremonial uniform: the Dimitroff Guard wears a uniform modelled after the pre-World War I Bulgarian cavalry, with a white dolman complete with ‘Hungarian’ knots and a lambskin cap.

**MD I/1st Army** Headquartered in Sofia, this is the westernmost district:

- 1st Guards Training MR Div
- 9th Tank Bde
- 28th MR Div
- Mountain bn

**MD II/2nd Army** Headquartered in Plovdiv in the central region of the country:

- 2nd MR Div
- 5th Tank Bde
- 17th MR Div
- 11th Tank Bde
- 19th Training MR Div
- Reconnaissance bn

**MD III/3rd Army** Headquartered in Sliven, this is the easternmost district, bordering the Black Sea:

- 3rd MR Div
- Parachute rgt
- 7th MR Div
- (probably under MoND control)
- 18th Training MR Div
- Reconnaissance bn
- 13th Tank Bde
- 24th Tank Bde

Each MD/army has certain army-level troop units assigned to it:

- Rocket bde (SCUD)
- Engineer rgt
- Artillery rgt
- Signal rgt
- Anti-aircraft artillery rgt
- Various battalion-sized support units

The Border Troops consist of 15,000 men organised into 16 border brigades with four battalions each. They secure the frontiers with Greece, Turkey, and Yugoslavia, and are tasked with a wartime defensive mission. There is also a small Danube Flotilla which patrols the border with Romania.

An individual may enlist at age 17, but most conscripts are called up at 19. Service is for two years in the Army, Air Force, and Border Troops and three years in the Navy. There are fewer draft deferments in Bulgaria than in any other WP state. Limited value pre-induction training is provided by
the ‘Dimitri Communist Youth Union’ and ‘Voluntary Organisation for Co-operation in National Defence’. The Bulgarians maintain the largest organisation of construction troops among the NSWP states. These individuals, those not inducted into the armed forces or physically unfit, are conscripted and their two years of service are counted as equivalent to military duty. They are not considered an armed force, and receive only construction training and political indoctrination governed by military discipline. They are employed on all national construction projects. The BNA’s 200,000 reservists, besides bringing the Category C divisions up to strength, would create or bring up to strength various army level support units. If any additional divisions can be formed in wartime, they would probably be either ‘security’ or ‘third-line’ rifle types.

Bulgaria has only small internal security forces due to the fact that the government perceives no real internal threat: its controlling mechanisms are well integrated into society. There is a small Committee for State Security (Komitet Gosudarstvennoy Bezopasnosti—KGB), which was formed in 1965 after the attempted coup. This ‘secret police’ organisation was absorbed into the Ministry of Internal Affairs (Ministerstvo Vnutrenykh Del—MVD) a few years later. The principal security force is the MVD’s People’s Militia (Nadrodnaya Miatysya—NM), which performs normal police type-functions, but has a limited wartime rear area security rôle.

Bulgaria is the USSR’s most trusted ally, for racial, cultural, linguistic, and political reasons, in fact it is sometimes said that even hardline Soviets are embarrassed by the dogmatic ideology of Bulgarians. Given such an ideal partner (especially considering the Soviet Union’s relationships with her other satellites), it would be thought that the Bulgarians would play a major rôle within the WP—but they do not, for the simple reason that the country is located in a strategically unfavourable area. It does not adjoin the USSR, and Romania will not permit forces from other WP states to cross its borders. In order to participate in joint WP exercises Bulgarian troops must be moved to the USSR by sea or air. Bulgaria itself possesses only a limited capability to accomplish this, and must rely on the USSR to a large extent. Units do rotate to

Bulgarian crewmen, wearing the new issue camouflage suit, lounge beside their T-54 tank.

the USSR for training, using borrowed equipment. In fact, during the Czechoslovakian invasion of 1968 the limited Bulgarian contingent came from two sources, some being flown from Bulgaria to the USSR, where there was an MR regiment already in place conducting training. The only NATO countries which Bulgaria borders are Greece and Turkey and this area would see their principal wartime mission. Bulgaria would have value, however, in any Pact ‘intervention’ involving Romania or Yugoslavia.

The BNA is considered a marginal force of only limited combat value due to its limited training, which often takes second place to the demands of political indoctrination, and use as a labour force. Bulgaria has a weak economy with very limited industrial capability and little in the way of armaments manufacture. All weapons and equipment are obtained from the USSR and other WP countries. With such a weak economy, it surprises many that Bulgaria has been given the rôle of economic ‘penetration’ of various Third World countries, primarily in Africa but even including Mexico. Due to its restrictive geographic location, and taking into account the older-model equipment of the two NATO forces to the south, the Soviets supply Bulgaria with mostly outdated equipment.
and then only in limited quantities. While most MR units are forced to rely on trucks rather than the few available older model APCs, it is reported that some units are still actually foot infantry. Training is considered very physically demanding, however, and the Army prides itself on its ability to operate in mountainous terrain and harsh winter conditions.

**People’s Republic of Hungary**

In the past 500 years, Hungary has become involved in virtually every war that has presented itself—and since it has consistently lost, Hungary lacks any particularly stirring tradition on which to base its armed forces. An old kingdom, Hungary was absorbed somewhat reluctantly into the Austrian empire in 1739—the price for the latter’s aid in liberating the country from 200 years of Turkish occupation. In 1867, after many revolts and much strife, a compromise was reached, and a dual government was established over ‘Austria-Hungary’. The nation was still for all practical purposes ruled by Austria, however. Austria-Hungary sided with Germany in World War I, thus forcing Hungary to suffer yet another defeat. A post-war revolt made Hungary an independent republic. A Communist government (Hungarian Soviet Republic) gained control for a brief period in 1919, and fought the loss of territories demanded by the Allies. These efforts failed, and by 1920 over 70 per cent of pre-1914 Hungarian territory had been given to Romania, the new states of Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia, and even a small portion to its former ally, Austria. No other country, not even Germany, lost so much land.

In 1941, primarily motivated by hopes of re-acquiring lost territories, Hungary allied itself with Germany and assisted in the invasion of Yugoslavia. It later declared war on the USSR and provided substantial forces, though fewer than Romania. Generally the Hungarian Army was of only limited value, due to their lack of modern weapons and of motivation. The army suffered several crushing defeats in 1942–43, and by the time the Red Army poured into Hungary in 1944 they were ready for a change. The government attempted to extricate the country from the war, but German forces occupied most of the country and established a puppet government. The Soviets in the meantime established their own puppet government in the eastern region; and were later able to occupy the entire country. A few small units were formed by pro-Soviet troops, which finished the war fighting alongside the Red Army. The Soviets also formed a single Hungarian division (while promising eight) from prisoners of war and pro-Communist Hungarians residing in the USSR, but it never saw combat. The USSR permitted free elections in late 1945 when, much to their surprise, the Communists received only 17 per cent of the vote. The Communists managed to gradually gain control of the government by their usual means, and even though more ‘free’ elections were held, the ‘ruling’ democratic party was forced to merge with the Communists in 1948. By 1949 the nation was under total control of the Communist United Worker’s Party, and was renamed the People’s Republic of Hungary (*Magyar Néphozárság*).

A harsh régime followed, and in 1956 the people’s resentment came to a head. Demonstrations escalated to outright attacks on the hated secret police, and on the last day of October a coalition government was proclaimed. The government announced that the country would withdraw from the WP and that it desired to become a neutral state. The withdrawal of Soviet units was demanded, and assistance was requested from the United Nations. It never came; but more Soviet

1 See MAA 131, Germany’s Eastern Front Allies 1941–45.
formed along Soviet lines under their usual strict supervision. It was not long before almost all former officers of the pre-1945 army were purged. Former German equipment was used until Soviet material began to be provided in 1950. The MN grew to over 200,000 troops, the largest peacetime army in Hungary’s history, and somewhat larger than the 65,000 permitted by post-war treaties. By 1956 there were nine rifle and one each mechanised, tank, and parachute divisions. What was at the time considered to be a well-trained army ceased to exist during the revolt. It was not until 1958 that new divisions began to be formed. A total of five MR divisions had been formed by 1960, and the first new tank division in 1962. The number of divisions fluctuated between four and five MR and one and two tank until 1974, when the current level of one tank and five MR divisions was established. The MN has fewer tanks and less artillery than any other in the WP. There are also only limited numbers of APCs available, but the MR divisions are at least completely outfitted with trucks. Hungary provided personnel for the UN’s International Commission of Control and Supervision (ICCS) to oversee the Vietnam ‘ceasefire’, 1973–75: the Hungarian delegation primarily occupied itself with collecting intelligence on South Vietnamese forces and passing it to the Communist North Vietnamese.

The MN is under the MoND and consists of the Ground Forces, Air Force/Air Defence Force, and the Danube Flotilla (not a true navy, but a small riverine force), all headquartered in Budapest. The

A Hungarian firing platoon leader supervises the crew of a 152mm D-20 howitzer, the standard equipment for divisional heavy artillery battalions. The lieutenant is wearing the field version of the officer’s service cap. (VA)
Ground Forces consist of 72,000 troops of whom 50,000 are conscripts, making it the smallest within the WP. The parachute regiment and Guards battalion are under MoND control. The six Category B divisions are administered by two military districts (there had been four until the mid-1970s):

**Western MD** Headquartered in Székesfehérvár, this district covers the western two-thirds of the country and contains the elements of a combined arms army (which may or may not be designated the 1st or 2nd Army in wartime):

- 4th MR Div Artillery rgt
- 5th Tank Div Anti-aircraft
- 9th MR Div Artillery rgt
- 12th MR Div Engineer rgt
- 17th MR Div Engineer pontoon rgt
- Rocket bde (SCUD) Assault crossing bn

**Eastern MD** Headquartered in Szolnok and covering the eastern third of the country, it contains a small operational reserve consisting of the 27th MR Div and an artillery regiment.

Pre-military training programmes are provided by the 'Communist Youth League', 'Ready to Work and Fight', and 'Hungarian Sports Federation for National Defence'. Conscription is at the age of 18, followed by two years' service (all branches), though some technical personnel are retained for three. For Ground Force non-technical personnel, the first six months of this period are often undertaken in the Labour Service. Pre-military training is usually insufficient, especially as regards physical conditioning, and the labour service helps to remedy this as well as providing an introduction to military discipline.

Hungary's 130,000 Ground Force reserves are generally of only limited value. Post-active-duty training programmes are marginal at best, and most are administered by the 'Hungarian Sports Federation for National Defence'. It is thought that one 'second-line' MR division can be formed in time of war.

All security forces are under the control of the Ministry of Interior. The Internal Security Troops (*Belso Karhatalom*—BK) are organised into regiments tasked with general security. The Security Police, usually referred to as the 'secret police', are a...
much-hated force. Created in 1949 by the merger of the Department of State Security (AVO) and the Frontier Guard, and redesignated the State Security Authority (Allamvedelmi Hatosag—AVH), their past excesses were one of the principal causes of the 1956 revolt. In the aftermath of the rising the Security Police and Frontier Guard were again split into separate organisations, and the former was redesignated the BACS, but they are still often referred to as the 'AVH' in a derogatory manner. The Frontier Guard (Hutajirseg—HÖR) is organised into 11 border districts with three or four battalions each. The most extensive frontier security arrangements are on the Austrian and Yugoslavian borders. There is also a River Guard which patrols the Danube and Drava on the borders of Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia. The Internal Security Troops and Frontier Guard meet their manpower requirements through two-year conscription. The Government Guard Command

A Hungarian captain briefs one of his squad leaders, a sergeant. Both are in shirt-sleeve order. In the background is one of the Hungarian Army's few BMP infantry fighting vehicles.

Three Hungarian 14.5mm ZPU-2 anti-aircraft machine guns are prepared for the ground firing role; the crewmen wear winter field uniform.
(Kormanyarseg Parancsnoksag—KP), formed in 1972, is a small organisation tasked with special guard functions. The final organisation is the Worker’s Militia (Munkas Orseg—MO). Formed in 1957 to permit more participation by the people, it has about 70 ‘motorised’ battalions, and is a voluntary force.

In the eyes of the Soviets, the MN is not a trustworthy army. The Hungarians have long considered Russia and Romania as their traditional enemies. Anti-Communism in general and anti-Sovietism in particular are widespread among the population: the events of 1956 have further assured this. Soviet troops have remained stationed in Hungary since World War II; the Soviet Southern Group of Forces today consists of two MR and two tank divisions. The Army itself is considered to be one of the most poorly trained and led in the WP. Bordering no NATO nation, and only the two neutral states of Austria and Yugoslavia, it would be of little value to the USSR in a general war. It could be used in an internal WP operation, especially if the target ‘brother’ state were to be Romania: besides being a traditional enemy, Romania has retained North Transylvania (long claimed by Hungary), and has not been forgiven for turning on her former Axis ‘ally’ in 1944. A Hungarian MR division took part in the Czechoslovakian invasion, but—due to morale problems, and inefficiency—it was the first WP force to be withdrawn. There is even some question of how tenaciously the MN would fight to defend itself if attacked. This lack of Soviet trust, its low levels of training, and its unfavourable geographic location are the primary reasons that the MN is provided with only limited quantities of older equipment. Hungary does produce some of its own tactical vehicles, small arms, and other minor items.

Socialist Republic of Romania

Romania is another Balkan state which was at one time under Turkish domination, gaining its independence in 1829. She sided with the Allies during World War I and fought alongside the Russians, but withdrew from the war after the Russian revolution. Still, she was rewarded by being permitted to annex a large and long-claimed portion of Hungary. Between the wars a fascist government gained control. The USSR occupied the border regions of Besarabia and Northern Bukovina in 1940. The Germans furthermore allowed Hungary to annex Northern Transylvania, and the Bulgarians annexed Dobruja. In an effort to reverse this disintegration Romania sided with Germany in 1940, and German troops were moved in to secure the nation’s oil producing resources.

The Romanian army participated in the invasion of the USSR alongside the Germans. Though not as well equipped as their ally, they fought well; this was also the largest army provided by Germany’s Eastern European allies. The Soviets often concentrated their attacks on Romanian forces due to their light anti-tank weapons and limited armour. After a number of serious defeats the army’s morale began to suffer, and by 1944 the country as a whole began to realise that they had allied themselves with the wrong side. In August 1944 Romania sided with the USSR and turned on the Germans and Hungarians, the latter in order to regain lost territories. The Red Army entered the capital shortly after the switch and, with Romanian help, cleared the country of Germans.

Joining the Romanian army in these efforts were

---

3See MAA 131, Germany’s Eastern Front Allies 1941–45.
1: Cpl., DDR Motorised Rifles; summer field service uniform
2: Jnr. Lt., DDR, helmet camouflage netting
3: Pte., DDR Motorised Rifles; winter field service uniform
4: Jnr. Field Sgt., DDR Commandant’s Service; winter field service uniform
1: Snr. Seaman, DDR Coastal Frontier Command; summer field service uniform
2: Sgt., DDR, work suit
3: DDR motorcyclist’s protective suit
4: Pte., DDR Commandant’s Service; parachutist’s/motorcyclist’s helmet
1: Cpl., Czechoslovak Motorised Rifles; summer field service uniform
2: Czechoslovak summer field cap
3: Czechoslovak Motorised Rifles; winter field uniform
4: Jnr. Ensign, Czechoslovak Tank Troops
1: Jnr. Sgt., Czechoslovak Border Guard; summer service uniform
2: Czechoslovak Border Guard, Danube River Patrol; summer service uniform
3: Snr. Pte., Czechoslovak Traffic Regulator Troops; winter field uniform
1: Snr. Cpl., Polish Motorised Rifles; summer field uniform
2: Lt., Polish summer field cap
3: Snr. Pte., Polish Motorised Rifles; winter field uniform
4: Sgt., Polish Tank Troops
1: Cpl., Polish Army Internal Service; summer field uniform
2: Polish Border Defence Force; snow camouflage suit
3: Lt., Polish Contingent, UNEF II; desert uniform
1: Cpl., Bulgarian Motorised Rifles; summer field uniform
2: Pte., Bulgarian Motorised Rifles; winter field uniform
3: Jnr. Lt., Bulgarian Motorised Rifles; camouflage suit
4: Major, Bulgarian Motorised Rifles; officer's summer field uniform
1: Pte., Hungarian Motorised Rifles; summer field uniform
2: Snr. Sgt., Hungarian summer field cap
3: Snr. Pte., Hungarian Motorised Rifles; winter field uniform
4: Hungarian Motorised Rifleman; camouflage suit
1: Snr. Pte., Romanian Motorised Rifles; summer field uniform
2: Cpl., Romanian Combat Engineers; winter field uniform
3: Romanian Motorised Rifleman; camouflage suit
1: DDR Chemical Reconnaissance Troops; light protective suit
2: Warsaw Pact Motorised Rifleman; combined arms protective suit
3: Czechoslovak Motorised Rifleman; multi-purpose protective suit
4: Polish Artilleryman; optical protective mask
Warsaw Pact shoulder/sleeve insignia: see Plates commentaries for identification
Warsaw Pact vehicle insignia: see Plates commentaries for identification
three Soviet-organised divisions of former Romanian prisoners of war. These Communist indoctrinated troops were later to provide cadres which infiltrated the rest of the army. In further efforts to Communise the Army, besides the 180,000 prisoners already being held by the Soviets, another 280,000 were seized after the Romanians had changed sides: the vast majority of these prisoners never returned. Soviet occupation troops remained in Romania after the war. The Romanian Communist Worker's Party gained control in late 1947 by forcing the king to abdicate, and the nation was proclaimed the Romanian People’s Republic.

Although there were the usual purges within the Romanian Army (Armata Romine—AR), many of the pre-1945 officers were retained for a longer period than in other armies under Soviet control. It was not long, however, before the AR dwindled to only 90,000 troops—considerably less than the 138,000 permitted by post-war treaties. From 1947–50 the AR was reorganised on the Soviet pattern and there was additional modernisation in the early 1960s. Soviet occupation troops had been withdrawn in 1958 along with the military mission which had guided the rebuilding of the AR. It was not long before nationalistic rumblings began to be heard.

In August 1965 a new constitution was adopted, and the state was renamed the Romanian Socialist Republic (Republika Socialist Romina). Since proclaiming itself a 'socialist' rather than 'Communist' state, Romania has distanced itself from the remainder of the WP. It will not allow troops from other countries to transit across the country or be stationed there. It permits no military exercises involving foreign troops on its soil, nor does it participate in WP manoeuvres other than by sending observers. The government has been critical of many Soviet policies, and strongly condemned both the Czechoslovakian intervention (at which time the AR was placed on alert to defend against a possible Soviet move into Romania) and the Afghanistan invasion. It also maintains the position that all military treaty organisations should be abolished, including the WP. Much to the further irritation of the Soviets, Romania has conducted joint defence efforts with non-WP Yugoslavia. This includes an integrated air defence warning network (though Romania’s is still integrated with the WP’s), and the joint development of a ground support fighter. Romania is also one of two WP states that enjoys ‘most-favoured-nation’ trade status with the US. The country has been warned that it faces a cut-off of this benefit unless its extremely repressive human rights record is improved.

While all other WP states claim that their armed forces are solely for defence from external enemies, this does not bear up under a study of their organisation and training. The AR is a purely defensive force, however, a fact that is apparent from its structure and training. In fact, the primary task assigned it by the WP High Command (which actually has little choice in the matter) is the defence of its territory from external attack. The AR consists of the Ground Forces (usually referred to as the Army), Air Force/Air Defence Force, Navy, and the Frontier Troops, all directly under the Ministry of Armed Forces (MoAF), rather than an MoND. The higher command levels of the AR display a number of internal deviations from similar organisations in other WP states.

In the early 1950s the AR reached a level of 12 rifle, one mechanised, and one tank division. Between 1960 and 1964 the rifle and mechanised divisions were converted to MR divisions; during this same period other strength reductions began, and by 1970 there were only six MR and two tank divisions. There was a gradual increase over the next six years, with three additional MR divisions being added. One was inactivated in 1977, and the AR has maintained eight MR and two tank divisions ever since. The Ground Forces now
Each army additionally has the following units when under command:
- Rocket bde (SCUD)
- Engineer rgt
- Artillery bde
- Signal rgt
- Anti-tank rgt
- Various other combat support and service
- Anti-aircraft artillery rgt
- Support units

Units directly under Ground Forces or MoAF control include the 161st Parachute Rgt, the Bucharest Garrison Bn, a signal and three artillery regiments, the latter of which may be formed into a wartime artillery division.

The Frontier Troops were administered by the Ministry of Internal Affairs until the late 1960s when they were placed under the MoAF on a status equal to the other services. Frontier regiments primarily secure the Yugoslavian and Bulgarian borders (with a Danube River Patrol), with only limited forces deployed on the Hungarian and USSR borders. They have the additional wartime mission of delaying any attacking force.

Eligible for the draft at 18, the Romanian conscript serves the shortest period of any in the WP—16 months (navy personnel serve two years). When the term of service was reduced from two years in 1964, it signalled the beginning of the strength reductions mentioned earlier. Pre-military training at a rather limited level is conducted by the ‘Voluntary Sports Union for National Defence of the Fatherland’ and the ‘Union of Communist Youth’. Training programmes for some 350,000 Ground Force reserves are likewise limited; only small numbers of reservists are called to active duty each year for refresher training. It is estimated that up to three ‘second-line’ (or more probably, ‘third-line’) rifle divisions can be raised in time of war. Their equipment and level of training would be of distinctly low quality.

All security forces are under the control of the Ministry of Internal Affairs. Well into the 1950s the security forces received a very high priority as the government established itself. Since 1968, however, there has been a State Security Council, which maintains supervision over the various security organs in order to keep them in check. Formed in the late 1940s, the Security Troops are organised into regiments, and like similar organisations in other WP states, they are prepared to suppress any internal unrest as well as to provide wartime rear support units.
area security. The 'Patriotic Guard', formed in 1944 and placed under the Ministry of Internal Affairs in 1949, is an all inclusive public security organisation. Its functions include normal civil police, security guards, fire-fighting services, and a very large 'people's militia' force. In wartime this element of the Patriotic Guard would provide rear area security, augment the regular Ground Forces (due to the low level of reserve training), and would be expected to operate as guerrillas after their areas were overrun by invading forces.

As can be seen, the Soviets consider Romania the most recalcitrant of WP allies. Her refusal to participate in any WP activities, and unceonseled desire to pursue her own political and economic path have guaranteed the Soviets' mistrust. Romania has even flirted with China and Israel. Of all the WP states, her armed forces have the oldest-model equipment still in general use. Romania has been forced to undertake the production of some of its own armaments including tanks. She does benefit from possessing large oil deposits and her natural gas reserves are the world's third largest. Even if Romania were an active member of the WP, her geographic location greatly lessens her strategic value as she adjoins no NATO country. The only neighbouring non-WP nation is Yugoslavia, with which she is on friendly terms. Since Romania is bordered by the USSR and by her traditional enemies, Hungary and Bulgaria, it takes little imagination to guess against whom the AR are prepared to defend. The ability of Romania to conduct a successful defence is questionable, however, taking into account the low level of military preparedness and out-dated equipment, much of which is apparently poorly maintained. The quality of officers leaves something to be desired as well, due to a preoccupation with political reliability. In the Ground Forces much training time is spent on political indoctrination and public labour projects. Additionally the role of the armed forces is not well integrated into society. Even with more than usual trade with the West, Romania's economic situation appears bleak.

Members of the Romanian Patriotic Guard parade with German MG-34 machine guns and AKM assault rifles. They wear the same tan-coloured beret as the mountain troops, but can be identified by the Patriotic Guard shoulder patch, and the use of shoes rather than boots—as well as by their general deportment.
The Plates

A1: Corporal, DDR Motorised Rifles; summer field service uniform
In 1965 the 'rain-drop' camouflage pattern (Strichelndruck—'dashed print') uniform began to replace the older mottled camouflage uniform, adopted in 1959. The individual equipment will also be found in reed green, and formerly in the mottled pattern. His weapon is the DDR-produced MPiKMS-72 assault rifle, 7.62mm short, an improved version of the Soviet AKMS utilising a plastic forestock and pistol grip and a unique folding stock. He is equipping a DDR-made DM70 anti-tank mine. The DDR is the only NSWP force which still makes extensive use of the 'jackboot', for reasons of tradition, even though it often causes foot problems.

A2: Junior lieutenant, DDR, helmet camouflage net
More common than the camouflage cover worn by A1, the netting has the advantage that foliage can be attached to it. The Stahlhelm Modell 56 was issued in 1957, replacing the standard Soviet helmet then in use. It is actually a 1944 prototype rejected by Hitler, who did not want to give up the more traditional design even though the proposed model offered improved protection.

A3: Private, DDR Motorised Rifles squad machine gunner; winter field service uniform
The insulated winter uniform is being replaced by one similar to the type worn by A4. A stone grey pullover sweater is also provided. This squad (Gruppe) machine gunner is outfitted with full equipment, including an assault pack with a blanket rolled in the shelter quarter. He has the new protective mask and chemical protective cape carriers made of chemical agents resistant 'rubberised' fabric. He is armed with the PKM general purpose machine gun, 7.62mm long, used in lieu of the RPK (designated IMGK in the DDR) in some units. When mounted on a tripod it is known as the PKMS.

Warsaw Pact cap and beret badges are usually provided in full-colour enamelled versions for service and walking-out dress and in subdued versions for summer and winter field headgear. (Left to right, top row) East German enlisted; East German officers; Czechoslovak; Polish; (centre row) Hungarian; Bulgarian enlisted; Bulgarian officers; new style; Bulgarian officers, until early 1970s; (bottom) Romanian cap; Romanian parade helmet. (OPFOR)
A4: **Junior field sergeant, DDR Commandant’s Service; winter field service uniform**

The Commandant’s Service (Kommandantendienst—KD), usually referred to as Traffic Regulators in the West, provides traffic control and law enforcement duties as well as courier services. All of the WP forces employ similar organisations, and these are a close equivalent to NATO military police. All have some type of distinctive helmet markings. This special winter uniform is issued only to KD personnel and has an artificial fur collar. His sidearm is a **Pistol M**, a DDR copy of the Soviet PM, 9mm Makarov.

B1: **Senior seaman, DDR Coastal Frontier Command; summer field service uniform**

The Coastal Frontier Command is a component of the NVA, but is subordinate to the People’s Navy. This **Grenztruppe** wears a standard Navy uniform distinguished by the unfouled anchor of the frontier service skill badge on his left sleeve. The troops are also issued standard Land Force field service uniforms, but sometimes patrol in blues. His weapon is the DDR-made **MPIKM** assault rifle, 7.62mm short, a copy of the Soviet AKM.

B2: **Sergeant, DDR, work suit**

A work suit is provided to protect field uniforms when undertaking maintenance and work details. It is often worn by armoured vehicle crewmen and

East German shoulder straps. Enlisted men’s service straps are stone grey, piped in branch colours (see below). Officers’ service shoulder cords are backed with a branch-colour underlay. On field straps and cords a common stone grey piping/underlay is used for low visibility and security. NCOs’ and officers’ braid and stars are silver on service uniform, light grey on field uniform. Ensigns’ outer braid is green. Generals’ braid is interwoven, one silver strand between two gold. Senior NCOs holding a position equivalent to company first sergeant are rated **Hauptfeldwebel** and wear a single braid strip on their sleeve cuffs. The rank of **Marschall der DDR**, instituted in 1984, is marked by larger shoulder cords than those of generals.

1) **Soldat** (private); 2) **Gefreiter** (corporal); 3) **Stabsgefreiter** (staff corporal).

4) **Unteroffizier** (sergeant); 5) **Unterfeldwebel** (junior field sergeant); 6) **Feldwebel** (field sergeant); 7) **Oberfeldwebel** (senior field sergeant); 8) **Stabsfeldwebel** (staff field sergeant).
9) **Fähnrich** (ensign); 10) **Oberfähnrich** (senior ensign); 11) **Stabsfähnrich** (staff ensign); 12) **Stabsoberfähnrich** (staff senior ensign).

13) **Unterleutnant** (junior lieutenant); 14) **Leutnant** (lieutenant); 15) **Oberleutnant** (senior lieutenant); 16) **Hauptmann** (captain).
17) **Major** (major); 18) **Oberstleutnant** (lieutenant-colonel); 19) **Oberst** (colonel).
20) **Generalmajor** (major general); 21) **Generalleutnant** (lieutenant-general); 22) **Generalkommandeur** (colonel-general).
23) **Armeeoberst** (army general); 24) **Marschall der DDR** (field marshal).

Branch colours. The East German Army is the only one in the WP which does not use branch of service insignia, retaining instead Germany’s traditional system of **Waffenfarben**, displayed as enlisted men’s shoulder strap piping, officers’ shoulder cord underlay, and parade tunic cuff patch backing:

- White . . . . . . Motorised Rifles, Recce Troops
- Black . . . . . . Engineers, Chemical and all Technical Services
- Light grey . . . . Air Defence Force
- Lemon yellow . . . . Signal Troops
- Orange-red . . . . Parachute Infantry
- Pink . . . . Armour Troops
- Bright red . . . . Ground Force Generals
- Crimson . . . . Ministry for State Security Guard Troops
- Raspberry red . . . . Civil Defence
- Brick red . . . . Artillery, Rocket Artillery, Rocket Weapons Tech, Service
- Light blue . . . . Air Force
- Dark blue . . . . . People’s Navy
- Light Green . . . Frontier Troops
- Olive green . . . Construction Troops

(ILRRPS & MVDDR)
even MR troops undertaking field training. The standard field cap is worn here. He is inspecting a one-shot, throw-away 64mm RPG-18 anti-tank rocket launcher, a Soviet copy of the US M72 light anti-tank weapon (LAW). It is shown in the stored configuration, and must be extended to fire; unlike its US counterpart, however, once it has been extended it cannot be restored to the storage position.

B3: DDR, motorcyclist's protective suit

This new suit is issued to motorcyclists of the Frontier Troops and the Commandant's Service. It's made of a water- and windproof-synthetic fabric and is issued with a new protective helmet and gloves. The motorcycle here is the TS 250/1/A, standard for all NVA elements: greypainted models are used by Frontier Troops, while the Land Force's are olive drab. A saddle bag/pack with entrenching tool is normally attached to the left side, a 5-litre fuel can to the right, and a bedroll behind the double seat. The weapon is the MPiKMS, a DDR-produced copy of the Soviet AKMS.

B4: Private, DDR Commandant's Service; parachutist's/ motorcyclist's helmet

This plastic helmet is worn by both motorcyclists and members of Parachute Infantry Battalion 40. Besides the cloth cover shown here, a camouflage net is also available.

C1: Corporal, Czechoslovak Motorised Rifles squad leader; summer field uniform

This 'rain-drop' pattern uniform began to replace the multi-coloured 'clown' pattern in the early 1970s, although the latter is still encountered. On

![Image]

Czechoslovak shoulder straps are khaki-brown, and are worn on service but not on field uniforms. Enlisted men's, NCOs' and ensigns' pips, stars, batons and braid are silver; officers' stars, batons, and braid are gold.

(1) Vojín (private); (2) Svobodník (senior private); (3) Desátík (corporal); (4) Cetar (senior corporal); (5) Rotný (senior sergeant); (6) Rotmistr (sergeant); (7) Nadrotmistr (senior sergeant); (8) Podpraporčík (junior ensign); (9) Praporčík (ensign); (10) Nadpraporčík (senior ensign); (11) Podporučík (junior lieutenant); (12) Poručík (lieutenant); (13) Nadporučík (senior lieutenant); (14) Kapitán (captain); (15) Major (major); (16) Podplukovník (lieutenant-colonel); (17) Plukovník (colonel); (18) Generálmajor (major-general); (19) Generálporučík (lieutenant-general); (20) Generálpodplukovník (colonel-general); (21) Armádní Generál (army general).
apparent on the Czechoslovak 'rain-drop' clothing is a very faint mottled pattern which almost appears as water stains. The vz.59L light machine gun, 7.62mm long, began replacing the vz.52/57 in the early 1960s. It can also be mounted on a tripod.

Czechoslovak field uniform ranking is displayed on the right chest on tabs made of uniform cloth. Enlisted men's, NCOs' and ensigns' pips, stars, and braid are dull silver; officers' are dull gold. The key-numbers refer to the same ranks as the previous presentation of shoulder strap ranking. (ILRRPS)

C4: Junior ensign, Czechoslovak tank platoon leader; tanker's suit

The Czechoslovaks, like many other NSWP forces, are phasing out tankers' suits and using standard field uniforms in their place. He wears the Soviet-made fabric tankers' helmet, which is in almost universal use by the WP; it has integral earphones and is available in both lightweight summer and fleece-lined winter versions. The '68' on the
helmet's brow pad is the tank's tactical number, also displayed on its turret sides. Contrary to popular belief, there is no standard system for tactical vehicle numbering within any given WP army. Different systems are used by different units so as not to provide intelligence information to the enemy. The vz.61 'Skorpion' machine pistol, 7.65mm (.32 ACP) is issued to personnel requiring freedom of movement.

D1: Junior sergeant, Czechoslovak Border Guard; summer service uniform
The Border Guard service uniform is almost identical to that of the Army with minor insignia differences. Czechoslovak border guards usually patrol in Army field uniforms, but when their duties call for them to deal with the public, e.g. at border crossing points, they will often wear the service uniform. This guard is armed with the vz.58V folding stock assault rifle. See K2 for an explanation of the sleeve patch.

D2: Czechoslovak Border Guard, Danube River Patrol; summer service uniform
Czechoslovakia has no Navy, but the Border Guard is responsible for patrolling the Danube River. These personnel are outfitted with naval-style uniforms and employ patrol boats as well as maintaining shore security. This guard's weapon is the vz.58V assault rifle, standard issue for all troops of the Border Guard, and his binoculars are the locally made D-6 type.

D3: Senior private, Czechoslovak Traffic Regulator Troops; winter field uniform
These troops are the equivalent of the DDR's Commandant's Service. This individual is armed with the Czechoslovak-made vz.52 pistol, 7.62mm Tokarev. He is considering the merits of the issue field ration, a colour-coded (to indicate year produced) plastic tube containing three cans of food. While the Czechoslovaks are more innovative in packaging, as with most WP rations, a bread supplement is still required to provide sufficient calories.

E1: Senior corporal, Polish Mechanised Infantry squad grenadier; summer field uniform
The Polish Army began to phase out its version of the 'rain-drop' uniform in the late 1960s; it was replaced by this unique 'worm' pattern. The M-1967 helmet replaced the similar M-1950; the helmet camouflage net has an integral face net normally kept rolled up on the helmet front. The weapon is a Polish-made PMK-60 grenade launcher rifle, a modified AKM. One is issued to each rifle squad and to the crews of major crew-served weapons (artillery, anti-tank guns, etc.). The grenadier is provided with ten-round magazines for the grenade launcher cartridges in addition to the normal 30-round ones. A KGN high explosive grenade is being fitted on the LON-1 launcher. On the crate (from left to right) are the F1/N60 antipersonnel, PGN-60 anti-tank, DGN white smoke, and CGN artillery simulator (for training exercises) rifle grenades.

E2: Lieutenant, Polish summer field cap
A field cap styled after the traditional rogatywka is provided to all personnel. Officers' field uniform rank insignia are displayed on slip-on cloth covers.

E3: Senior private, Polish Mechanised Infantry; winter field uniform
Outfitted in complete winter clothing, this rifleman is armed with the Polish-produced PMKM assault rifle, 7.62mm short, a copy of the Soviet AKM. He also has the Czechoslovak-made M-10 protective mask (see Plate J3).

E4: Sergeant, Polish tank commander; tanker's suit
The Polish Army has retained to some degree the tanker's suit, although black work coveralls or standard field uniforms are sometimes worn by tank and other armoured fighting vehicle crews. This cloth suit is of almost an identical design to a now little-worn black leather version. Both the standard
Soviet and a Polish-made tanker’s helmet are used. Tank and artillery troops both wear a black beret, sometimes with small versions of rank insignia affixed. He is armed with the Polish P-64 pistol, 9mm Makarov.

**F1: Corporal, Polish Army Internal Service; summer field uniform**

The obsolete ‘rain-drop’ pattern uniform, occasionally still encountered, is being worn by this member of the Army Internal Service, the Polish counterpart of the DDR’s Commandant’s Service. The PM-63 machine pistol, 9mm Makarov, is used by tank crews and other personnel requiring a non-restrictive weapon, but something more substantial than a pistol.

**F2: Polish Border Defence Force; snow camouflage suit**

This is a typical example of a WP snow camouflage suit. Little ski training is conducted within the WP, and those troops who do receive training are usually members of mountain, border, or special operations units. This member of the Border Defence Force is armed with the Polish-made PMK assault rifle.

**F3: Lieutenant, Polish Contingent, United Nations Emergency Force II; desert uniform**

During 1975–79 almost 1,000 Polish troops served with the UN Emergency Force in Egypt’s Sinai Desert, and another 100 on the Golan Heights, in the UN Disengagement Observation Force as a buffer between the opposing forces. When first deployed they wore the standard summer field uniform until issued a lightweight desert version. The UN patch, as worn on the cap, was also worn on the left shoulder. The standard US Army helmet liner, painted sky blue with a white ‘UN’ on both sides and the UN insignia on the front, was also worn. A sky blue beret with the UN patch over the left eye was also used.

**G1: Corporal, Bulgarian Motorised Rifles; summer field uniform**

The Bulgarian Army has retained this simple uniform basically unchanged since 1936, not adopting a new one until 1970—and few of these have been issued. A national badge is displayed on the right side of the old M-1936 helmet, still very much in use. The older AK-47 assault rifle, 7.62mm short, is still in extensive use.

**G2: Private, Bulgarian Motorised Rifles squad machine gunner; winter field uniform**

Bulgaria is one of the few WP armies to retain the Polish shoulder straps are khaki-brown on service uniform and of uniform cloth on field uniform. Officers’ field rank insignia are worn on slip-on straps. Stars and braid for all ranks are silver on service uniform and dull white on field uniform.

1. Szeregowiec (private); 2. Starszy szeregowiec (senior private); 3. Kapral (corporal); 4. Starszy Kapral (senior corporal); 5. plutonowy (platoon corporal).

6. Sierzant (sergeant); 7. Starszy Sierzant (senior sergeant); 8. Sierzant Sztabowy (staff sergeant); 9. Starszy Sierzant Sztabowy (senior staff sergeant).

10. Młodszy chorąży (junior ensign); 11. Chorąży (ensign); 12. Starszy Chorąży (senior ensign); 13. Chorąży Sztabowy (staff ensign); 14. Starszy Chorąży Sztabowy (senior staff ensign).

15. Podporucznik (junior lieutenant); 16. Porucznik (lieutenant); 17. Kapitan (captain).

18. Major (major); 19. Podpułkownik (lieutenant-colonel); 20. Pułkownik (colonel).

21. General Brygady (general of brigade); 22. General Dywizji (general of division); 23. General Broni (general of arms); 24. General Armii (general of army); 25. Marszałek Polski (marshal of Poland).
overcoat for winter wear. The officers’ version is double breasted with two rows of buttons. It is also one of the few countries that wear branch of service insignia on the field uniform. The older belt-fed RPD light machine gun, 7.62mm short, replaced by the RPK in most armies, is still used by some Bulgarian units.

Polish branch of service insignia are worn on service uniform collars in silver by all ranks.
(1) Mechanised Infantry; (2) Artillery; (3) Armour Troops; (4) Engineers.
(5) Signals; (6) Radio Technical Troops (Air Defence Force);
(7) Chemical Troops; (8) Traffic Service.
(9) Motor Transport Troops; (10) Administration; (11) Topographical Service; (12) Quartermasters.
(13) Quartermasters/Construction Service; (14) Ordnance;
(15) Justice Service.
(16) Veterinary Service; (18) Army Internal Service; (19) Air Force (red/white national insignia).
(20) Generals; (21) Marshal of Poland. (ILRRPS)
G3: Junior lieutenant, Bulgarian Motorised Rifles platoon leader; camouflage suit
It is only recently that some Bulgarian conventional units have begun to be issued camouflage suits. This example is a one-piece coverall, but one of a style similar to the standard field uniform is issued to the

Bulgarian enlisted mens’ shoulder straps are the same colour as the uniform on which they are worn, and have gold braids (until recently, red). Officers’ shoulder board braid is gold (until recently, silver) on service uniform and green on field uniform; stars are silver. Rank titles are transliterated from Bulgarian Cyrillic.

(1) Rednik (private); (2) Efreytor (corporal); (3) Mladshi Serzhant (junior sergeant).
(4) Serzhant (sergeant); (5) Starshi Serzhant (senior sergeant); (6) Starshina (master sergeant).
(7) Mladshi Leytenant (junior lieutenant); (8) Leytenant (lieutenant); (9) Starshi Leytenant (senior lieutenant); (10) Kapitan (captain).
(11) Mayor (major); (12) Podpolkovnik (lieutenant-colonel);
(13) Polkovnik (colonel).
(14) General-Mayor (major-general); (15) General-Leytenant (lieutenant-general); (16) General-Polkovnik (colonel-general);
(17) Armeyshi General (army general).

ILRRPS

G4: Major, Bulgarian Motorised Rifles battalion commander; officer’s summer field uniform
Officers wear a summer uniform of a different style and colour than enlisted men. The tunic is a pullover type. The new M-1972 helmet, not yet in general use, is a copy of the Italian M-1933.

H1: Private, Hungarian Motorised Rifles squad grenadier; summer field uniform
The Hungarian Army uses a uniform remarkably similar to the old US Army fatigue in style and colour. Rank insignia are not often worn with this uniform. A simplified shirt is also issued, with only a single left chest pocket and lacking shoulder straps. The helmet was introduced in the early 1950s. Individual equipment is unusual in that the belt is worn through trouser loops and the equipment is suspended by shoulder straps, with smaller items merely hung from the belt. A chemical protective cape is fastened to the bottom of the mask carrier; the cape is sometimes carried attached to the back shoulders of suspenders, when worn. The new Hungarian-made AMP grenade launcher rifle is based on a modified AKM and is allocated one per MR squad; an integral launcher is permanently attached to the rifle, along with a special optical sight. Special ten-round magazines are provided for the launcher cartridges along with standard 30-round ones. He is about to fire a PGK anti-tank grenade, while a PGR anti-personnel grenade awaits its turn.

H2: Senior sergeant, Hungarian summer field cap
This cap follows a traditional pre-World War I Austro-Hungarian design. This cloth-peaked model has replaced the earlier version with a green plastic peak and folding side flaps. Special rank insignia are worn on the left side of the cap.
Silver branch insignia is worn on the collars of Bulgarian service uniforms and overcoats by all ranks.
(1) Motorised Rifles; (2) Artillery; (3) Tank Troops;
(4) Airborne Troops; (5) Air Force; (6) Construction Troops;
(7) Engineers; (8) Signals (red star); (9) Rail and Traffic
Troops (red star);
(10) Motor Transport Troops; (11) Chemical Troops; (12)
Administration Service (red star);
(13) Engineer Technical Service; (14) Medical Service; (15)
Band.

(UBKWPS)

explosive heads may be unscrewed from their handles, and several heads screwed together end-to-
end with a single handle and its detonator to form a demolition charge.

H4: Hungarian Motorised Rifleman; camouflage suit
This one-piece suit is issued to some units and is
worn over the standard field uniform. The new
Hungarian-made protective mask is somewhat
 crude by today's standards. The AMD-65 assault
rifle is an AMD-63 modified by the use of a
shortened barrel incorporating a large flash
suppressor and compensator required by the
shorter barrel. Since a bayonet cannot be fitted on
this weapon, a fighting knife with the same wire-
cutting capability as most other AK-type bayonets
is issued.

I1: Senior private, Romanian Motorised Rifles squad anti-
tank gunner; summer field uniform
The Romanian Army has also retained an older
style uniform. This unusual helmet was first
adopted in 1938 and was copied from the Dutch
M-1923/27; it was dropped from use after World
War II, the Soviet SSH-40 being used until the
traditional Romanian helmet was re-adopted as the
M-1973. Ceremonial units wear a full-colour
national badge on the front. The RPG-7V anti-
tank rocket launcher is normally allocated one per
rifle squad in most WP forces. It is also issued to
artillery, rocket, anti-tank gun, air defence gun and
missile, and recon vehicle crews, as well as unit
headquarters. The backpack contains three PG-7G
high explosive anti-tank rockets and their propel-
ellant charges. The carrier on the belt is for the
PRO-7 optical sight and cleaning tools.

I2: Corporal, Romanian Combat Engineers; winter field
uniform
A short overcoat is issued for winter wear. Branch of
service is designated on the uniform in the form of
coloured collar tabs, edge trimming on the rank
braid, and insignia on the shoulder straps. The flag is used to mark enemy mines. The Romanian-made version of the AKM has a forward pistol grip, and is also issued with an AKMS-type folding stock.

**I3:** Private, Romanian Motorised Rifles squad machine gunner; camouflage suit
This is the most common of three camouflage colours used on this two-piece suit with attached hood; the others are of the same pattern, but are medium brown and pale violet. They are often issued to MR units. The RPK light machine gun, 7.62mm short, is an off-shoot of the AKM assault rifle, and has generally replaced the RPD machine gun as the standard squad automatic weapon in most WP forces. It uses both 40-round curved box and 75-round drum magazines. Standard 30-round rifle magazines are also compatible.

**J1:** Warsaw Pact CBR equipment:
Most WP chemical, biological, and radiological protective suits and masks and detection, survey,

*The shoulder straps of Hungarian service uniform and summer shirts are khaki-brown, and bear enlisted mens' and NCOs' stars, braid and edge piping in silver; ensigns' stars and piping are gold, the braids silver; lieutenants' and captains' stars and edge piping are gold, except the junior lieutenant's star, which is silver; senior officers' braid and edge piping are gold with silver stars. On field uniform, shoulder straps are olive green with dark brown stars, piping and braid. Junior enlisted ranks no longer wear collar rank insignia. English titles following the traditional Hungarian ranks are equivalents; the 'professional sergeant' grades are equivalent to ensigns.

(1) Honvéd (private); (2) Örvető (senior private); (3) Tízeses (corporal); (4) Szakaszvető (senior corporal); (5) Órmező (junior sergeant); (6) Törzsőrmező (sergeant); (7) Főtőrzsőrmező (senior sergeant).

(8) Ørmester (professional junior sergeant); (9) Törzsőrmező (professional sergeant); (10) Főtőrzsőrmező (professional senior sergeant); (11) Zászlós (ensign); (12) Főtőrzsőrmező (senior ensign).

(13) Alhadnagy (junior lieutenant); (14) Hadnagy (lieutenant); (15) Főhadnagy (senior lieutenant); (16) Szászados (captain);

(17) Örnagy (major); (18) Alezredes (lieutenant-colonel); (19) Ezredes (colonel).

(20) Vezérönagy (major-general); (21) Altábornagy (lieutenant-general); (22) Vezérdezredes (colonel-general); (23) Hadsereg tábornok (army general).

(1LRRPS)
**J2:** Motorised Rifleman; combined arms protective suit

The OP-1 protective suit is standard issue to most WP forces (the DDR version is the Modell 61). Made of the same material as the L-1 suit, it is issued with black rubber gloves, three-finger mittens and overboots made of suit material. Different types of carriers are used, most permitting attachment behind the wearer's shoulders, allowing the suit to be dropped out and donned quickly. It may be worn in a cape, overcoat, or overall configuration. The Soviet-designed SchM-41M protective mask is by far the most commonly used by the WP, and has changed little since its adoption in World War II. Extremely uncomfortable to wear, the rubber headpiece covers the ears, restricting hearing, and there is no voicemitter. The Soviet-designed IPP decontamination kit (carried in a small pocket on the mask carrier) contains chemical agent decontaminants, nerve agent antidote syrettes, antismoke ampules, ‘anti-radiation’ tablets (which actually only provide nausea relief), scraper sticks and wiping cloths.

**J3:** Czechoslovak Motorised Rifleman; multi-purpose protective suit

The Czechoslovak-made protective suit is similar to its Soviet equivalent, but is made of polyamide nylon fabric. It has an inflatable waistband bladder allowing it to be used as a flotation device and, like the Soviet version, it can be used as a raincoat, shelter (when two are attached together), or raft. The Czechoslovak-made M-10 protective mask, also adopted by Poland, is an almost exact copy of the US M17 mask. The PKhR-54 chemical agent detection and identification kit is one of several models in use. He is armed with the vz.59P assault rifle.

**J4:** Polish artilleryman; optical protective mask

The SchMS mask is issued to personnel required to use optical weapons sights and has corrective lens inserted, as well as a voicemitter. The seldom-seen Polish ‘panther’ camouflage pattern was adopted in the late 1970s, but may no longer be in use.

**K:** Warsaw Pact shoulder sleeve insignia:

Due primarily to security reasons, few shoulder patches are employed by WP forces. Those that are usually provide nationality identification on service uniforms, identify internal security organisations, and only rarely identify specific elite units.

**K1:** Czechoslovak 22nd Parachute Regiment. There are six colour variations of this insignia, introduced in 1962, worn centred on the upper left field uniform sleeve. They are thought to identify: 22nd Para Rgt/Bde (yellow); Divisionary Group (black); Tactical Recon Group (brown); Special Strategic Recon Group (green); Special Anti-tank Group (red); Parachute School (blue).

**K2:** Czechoslovak sleeve national insignia. This insignia is worn centred on the left upper sleeve of walking-out tunics and overcoats by enlisted men and junior Hungarian branch insignia are worn in gold on the collars of service uniforms by all ranks.


(UBKWPS)
NCOs. It is not an airborne troops’ insignia, as sometimes reported. The Border Guards wear the same insignia with a green background.

K3: Czechoslovak chest national insignia. This is the Border Guard version. The Ground Force (and Air Force) version has a khaki background. It is worn only over the right chest pocket of the waist-length summer service jacket by all ranks.

K4: Czechoslovak ‘Hradeschin Guard’. This insignia is worn centred on the left upper sleeve of service tunics and overcoats by all except senior officers of the ‘Hradeschin Guard’. Prague’s Hradeschin Castle is the Czechoslovak seat of government. The insignia’s design is derived from the guard’s standard. The lion is the traditional emblem of Bohemia.

K5: Polish 6th ‘Pomorska’ Air Assault Division. These are but two of the 16 colour combinations of this insignia worn on the upper left shoulder of all uniforms. They identify the division’s different battalions and separate companies, although actual identifications are unknown. This series of patches replaced geometrically shaped ones in the early 1960s.

K6: Polish 7th ‘Luzucha’ Naval Assault Division. This patch is worn by all members of the division on the upper left shoulder of all uniforms.

K7: Polish Border Defence Force Highland Brigade. The Highland, or ‘Podhale’ WOP Brigade wears this patch on the left shoulder of all uniforms.

K8: Polish Army Representative Company. This honour guard unit is made up of a platoon each from the Ground Force, Air Force, and Navy. The black-background patch is worn on the right shoulder of service uniforms and the brown/khaki version on

Field shoulder straps of Romanian enlisted men and military masters (i.e. warrant officer/ensign grades) are of the same colour as the uniform. Officers’ straps are of the same colour as the uniform, edged and striped with branch colour. Officers’ stars are silver; generals’, silver edged red (Ground Forces) or medium blue (Air Force). Service uniform straps are in the branch colour, with officers’ appearing as an underlay; braid is gold for enlisted and officer ranks, silver for military masters, the braids being edged with branch colour for enlisted ranks and military masters. Buttons are silver for junior enlisted ranks, gold for all others. The officers’ straps shown here are the field type service dress straps, which have braid similar to the Soviet equivalent, are often worn on field uniforms, however.

(1) Soldat (private); (2) Soldat-Frustas (senior private); (3) Corporal (corporal); (4) Sergeant (sergeant).

(5) Sergeant Major (senior sergeant); (6) Plutonier (platoon sergeant); (7) Plutonier Major (senior platoon sergeant); (8) Plutonier Adjutant (adjutant platoon sergeant).

(9)–(12) Maistrul Militar Class IV, III, II, IA; (warrant officers classes IV to I); (13) Maistrul Militar Principal (chief warrant officer).

(14) Sublocotenent (junior lieutenant); (15) Locotenent (lieutenant); (16) Locotenent Major (senior lieutenant); (17) Captain.

(18) Major; (19) Locotenent Colonel (lieutenant-colonel); (20) Colonel.

(21) General Major (major-general); (22) General Locotenent (lieutenant-general); (23) General Colonel (colonel-general); (24) General de Armata (general of the army).
Romanian officers' and warrant officers' shoulder strap branch insignia are silver; those of enlisted ranks, gold. Collar tabs are worn by enlisted men and warrant officers in branch colour. Officers' collar oakleaves are gold, on backing of the branch colour. Ground Forces generals' gold oakleaves are backed with red, those of Air Force generals with medium blue.

Branch colours: Red (motorised rifles, quartermasters, administration, justice, military band); black (artillery, tank, engineers, technical, construction, labour, signals, radio technical, motor and rail transport, chemical); medium blue (Air Force, airborne); medium green (mountain troops); light green (frontier troops); crimson (medical).

1. Motorised Rifles; 2. Artillery; 3. Tank Troops; 4. Engineers;
5. Airborne Troops (medium blue canopy, red star, roundel green edged in white); 6. Technical Troops; 7. Construction/Labour Corps; 8. Signals;
21. Officers' collar insignia; 22. Enlisted and warrant officers' collar tab; 23. generals' collar insignia. (UBKWPS)
field uniforms, by all ranks. It replaced a circular khaki brown patch on which was a white point-down sword, a small wreath, and similar wording.

K9: Polish Army Internal Service. The ‘WSW’ wears this patch centred on the left upper sleeve of service tunics and overcoats.

K10: Hungarian People’s Army national insignia. This new insignia has replaced a similar one with ‘MN’ (Magyar Néphadsereg—Hungarian People’s Army) in place of the sabres. It is worn by Ground Force conscripts, centred on the upper left sleeve of service tunics and overcoats. The ‘HÖR’ means Hatarőseg—Frontier Guard.

K11: Hungarian Frontier Guard. This is worn on the upper left sleeve of conscripts’ service tunics and overcoats. The ‘HÖR’ means Hatarőseg—Frontier Guard.

K12: Bulgarian People’s Army national insignia. All ranks (except generals) wear this patch on the upper left sleeve of service tunics and overcoats. The Cyrillic letters transliterate to ‘BNA’ (Bulgarska Narodna Armiya—Bulgarian People’s Army).

K13: Czechoslovak People’s Militia. These patches were introduced on 1 January 1970 replacing a red armband with dark blue letters ‘LM’ (Lidové Milice—People’s Militia). The red-background patch is worn centred on the upper left sleeve of service tunics and overcoats. The subdued version is worn in the same position on field uniforms.

K14: DDR Battle Groups of the Working Class. The Battle Groups’ patch was introduced in the early 1950s, and is worn centred on the left upper sleeve of field uniforms.

K15: Romanian Patriotic Guard. This patch is worn centred on the upper right field uniform sleeve by this people’s militia organisation.

L: Warsaw Pact vehicle insignia:
Insignia vary in size, but most are from eight to 12 inches in height. National insignia are generally placed on the forward sides of turrets and hulls on armoured fighting vehicles. Special unit insignia, if not displayed in place of the national insignia, are generally placed on the rear sides of the hull. On ‘soft-skin’ vehicles they are usually displayed on the side doors.

L1: DDR National People’s Army. The Frontier Troops add a grass-green border.

L2: DDR Motorised Rifle Regiment 29 ‘Ernst Moritz Arndt’. This regiment, subordinate to the 9th MR Division, is trained in amphibious operations, and may display this insignia next to the national one.

L3: DDR Parachute Infantry Battalion 30 ‘Willi Sanger’. This is displayed on vehicle sides and is styled after the parachutist badge.

L4: Hungarian People’s Army. This is the only known insignia used by this country.

L5: Czechoslovak People’s Army. The relative positions of the colour segments will sometimes be found switched around.

L6: Czechoslovak Traffic Regulator Units. This fairly large insignia is displayed on vehicle hoods.

L7: Czechoslovak 22d Parachute Regiment. This is displayed on vehicle sides and is styled after the parachutist badge. The star may be solid or outlined.

L8: Czechoslovak Border Guards. Depicting the branch of service insignia, this is displayed on vehicle sides.

L9: Current Polish People’s Army. This traditional insignia is referred to as the szachownica (pronounced ‘shakofnitsa’). A square version, sitting on one corner, is also sometimes encountered.

L10: Old Polish People’s Army. The ‘Piast’ eagle was replaced in the mid-1960s by L9, having been in use since 1943 by the Soviet-sponsored Polish People’s Army (Free Polish units included a crown). A white outline insignia was also used to give a low-visibility alternative.

L11: Polish 6th ‘Pomorska’ Air Assault Division. This insignia is derived from the unit’s shoulder patch.
Notes on the planches in couleur

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LO</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L12: Polish 7th 'Luzynka' Naval Assault Division. This insignia is derived from the unit's shoulder patch.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L13: Current Bulgarian People's Army. This insignia appeared in 1984 replacing L14.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L14: Intermediate Bulgarian People's Army. This was used from the late 1970s until 1984 replacing L15.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L15: Old Bulgarian People's Army. This was used until the late 1970s.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Farbstäfeln

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LO</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L16: Current Romanian Army. This was introduced in the early 1970s replacing L18.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L17: Romanian 161st Parachute Regiment. This insignia is derived from the 1952–55 parachute badge.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L18: Old Romanian Army. This insignia was introduced in 1965 after that nation's name was changed to Republica Socialista Romina—Romanian Socialist Republic.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A new series of books on the history, organisation, appearance and equipment of famous fighting men of the past and present; and on other aspects of military history which demand fuller and more flexible coverage than appropriate within our established MEN-AT-ARMS series. The ELITE titles follow the popular Men-at-Arms format, but with extended text and captions; more than 50 photographs and diagrams; and 12 full-colour plates.
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E1 The Paras: British Airborne Forces 1940–84
E2 The US Marine Corps since 1945
E3 The Vikings
E4 US Army Special Forces 1952–84
E5 Soviet Bloc Elite Forces
E6 French Foreign Legion Paratroops
E7 The Ancient Greeks
E8 Israeli Defense Forces since 1973
E9 The Normans

COMPANION SERIES:
MEN-AT-ARMS
An unrivalled source of authentic, detailed and attractively presented information on the history and appearance of the world’s fighting men. Each 48-page book includes a concise text; some 40 photographs and diagrams; and eight pages of full-colour artwork. Acclaimed internationally for their range and good value, the books cover subjects from Ancient Egypt to the armies of the 1980s. Of more than 160 titles published since 1971, nearly 100 are still in print, representing the work of the most respected writers, researchers and artists from many countries.

VANGUARD
This series, following the same format as the Men-at-Arms books, describes key units and weapons systems of 20th century warfare, with a strong emphasis on armoured equipment and operations. Drawing upon rare documentary sources and personal testimony, VANGUARD titles concentrate upon the tactical and human aspects, rather than the drily technical. Subjects include important vehicles, unit histories, campaigns and colour schemes; and the full-colour plates are prepared with the modeller in mind. Of 42 titles published, more than 30 are in print.

GORDON L. ROTTMAN entered the US Army in 1967, volunteering for Special Forces, and completed training as a weapons specialist in 1968. He was assigned to the 7th Special Forces Group until being reassigned to the 5th Special Forces Group in Vietnam in 1969–70. He entered the Texas Army National Guard in 1974 and was the full-time Operations Sergeant in the 2nd Bn., 143rd Infantry, 36th Airborne Brigade until 1980 when he assumed a similar position with Co. G (Ranger), 143rd Inf. where he currently serves. Sgt. First Class Rottman is a graduate of the Jumpmaster, Air/Ground Operations, Operations and Training Specialist, Advanced NCO, Winter Operations Instructor, and German International Long Range Reconnaissance Patrol Courses. He currently resides in Houston, Texas with his wife and five children.